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SO.FAR POSITION TRIANGULATION 
A. THE INCOMING SIGNAL 
Description 
; ' ~ ), G.-v--"-
The first sounds to arrive at the receiver-O-Gmmenee-at-
a low intensity and _wJ:-t'n long intervals between them. Gradu-
g 
;. <; t 
ally 1 the interval' shortens, the sounds become lo_uder until they ' ,_ 4 
blend in to one loud sound which ceas.es abruptlyl. This peak 
cut- off is so marked, that when recorded o~ suitable equipment 
synchronized with an accurate time piece, the instant of its 
occurrence may be determined within an accuracy of .01 seconds. 
In this report, all computations will be based on this interval 
as a limit of accuracy attainable. 
Duration of Signal 
,, 1 The theoretical duration of a signal from first arrival 
\ ...-. L_,.. () ..1 ',. _ _,. • t. ~_().. ,... "' 
to peak cut off is 1.20 seconds per 100 nautical miles of dis-
" 
tance t~ave]~ed. Tne recorded duration, however, is often less 
l J J J 
than this. This discrepancy may be due to the fact that, either 
the signal doe.s not originata,l or the receiver is not located ~~- . 
-~at the axi~ depth. Another reason for an obviously too short 
duration is that the first sounds to arrive are ma~ed to in 
~~ky-by the nhere~ noise level. It may be safely assumed 
that the observed duration time in seconds when multiplied by 
_. ... 
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83.33 will give the minimum travel distance in nautical miles . 
Dr. G. P. Woollard has drawn a curve, based on data taken from 
_actual receptions, from 
estimated by the use of 
~ a marked increase in 
 
which travel distance may be closely ' · 
. \..Au-=~~~~\\ J 
the time interval from 1ihe. -lbegi rming , . L 
~~l7..o)~~~~~ 
intensity aR:d-fr-eqaency of-t:he-- arri:ving-
I ' 
&eunds to the peak cut-off . . 
It is- the purpose of this report- to di scuss position trian-
,. gu.l-a tion I' rom- the s t andpoint of:. the difference in arrival tim~s , 
.. 
of the peak cut-off at three or more monitoring stations. !'he 
duration of the signal, at each station, is important as a check 
on the r e sul t s thus obtained; or in the event of the signal being 
heard at only two stations, it may determine the point at which 
the signal originated. See later discussion on proposed Sofar 
Position Plotting Sheets, f~ ~~. _!:::>" _____ _ 
Peak Cut-Off 
The peak cut-off occurs at the instant the axial rays, i.e., 
those travelling the ~h~rte ;t ~ath : reach the hydrophone1 The 
difference in time between the origin of the signal and the 
arrival of the peak cut-off at a monitoring station is known as 
the travel time. The axial sound velocity is the distance 
trave~~ed divided by the travel time. 
B. MONITORING STATIONS 
Description 
~report ~ e eleCtronic gear, recording equipment, timing 
~ \...u.-... 
circuit and hydrophone construct~on~ developed by the U. S. Navy 
I~~.(_~~ 1~ ~ ~ Ab.J A~ ,, (C( ~-
~ vo,rq4( lr ~ l:~. ~J ~~\AI~ 
~~ o~~j~ ~ /109-~ zs;I1Y> 
~ .-
Underwater Sound Laboratory at New London, Connecticut ana a 
,.._,...,y.. ...... t- J.- ...._...,~ 
~~ePt on tn~s werk has been published2• 
Hydrophone Location 
tL.. . 
~ To gain all posei~le advantages of the use of the signal 
duration as discussed above, the hydrophone must be placed at /~ 
also be placed in such a position that it will 
cover as wide an aspect as possible without being shadowed by 
reefs,...-J.-sJ,_ands or sea mounts ~ 
/ J~5 / 
~ ~geographic position should be determined to an 
accuracy of ~~i ==•s ~fi5n fifty feet. T~is figure is based 
on an average axial sound velocity of 4850 ft/sec and a measur-
able time factor of .01 seconds. ~ 
------- ---·- -------c For a suggested method of determining the geographic 
,seE. 
position of a hydrophone p~ase !efer ~Appendix I. 
C. AXIAL SOUND VELOCITY 7 
General 
For purposes of position triangulation the difference in 
arrival times of the peak cut-off at thre~ ... -or more monitoring 
. ; 
· ~. ~, 
stations must be converte~to difference of distance of the origin 
-. l ' 
of the signal from each of two pairs -· of stations. This can only 
I ~~·~, be determined if the axial sound velocity is accurately known. /;.,;~' 
1~.~~~.~0~~ ~;> 
~ ),~ ~~ ~ UJ .\?. ~~Vi .r.: ~. , 7 






Hydrographic Station Data 
For areas in which hydrographic operations have been made~ 
the axial sound velocity may be computed from existing data. . - ~~ 
J ~\\ 
This axial sound velocity is correct only in the vicinity of J\ ~ 
\ --~ l' 
that hydrographic station and in large areas is subject to ~~-~~) 
changes which must be averaged to determine a mean velocity ~ 
for triangulation purpqses. 
-------------rAtlantic Ocean) 
analyzing data obtained in the triangulation experi-
ment, ~ s 7 : described later, a mean axial sound velocity of ~· .... 
~- -- -
4888 ft/sec was chosen. This value was obtained by M. Ewing 
and J. L. Worzel from thermal data covering that region of the 
Atlantic Ocean in which the experiment took place1 . This 
value was further confirmed by hydrographic data obtained by 
t:'\1. 
the tiSRV Atlantis while enroute to and while occupying her 
t:h.e.- SfltT•~>NS 
monitoring station. The following account of ~w~r1Rge made 
is quoted from notes written by J. L. Worzel, Scientist in 
charge. 
11 The only ship equipped to make hydrographic observations 
was the~ Atlantis : Six Nansen reversing water bottles were used 
to determine the temperature depth relations, and the salinity 
determinations from the water samples were made at Woods Hole. 
41 
A bathythermograph was rigged to make observations of the 
temperature depth relation to 700 fathoms. A standard 75 fathom 
s 
BT was used with the modification of replacing the piston-bellows 
~~~~\~-~-~~o./. 
M.w..J- ,,,'f'l<f -~ ~-• . ./1'1-' ~ f'I'W.nl..cA f""-' U~\.~W~, 
'N~\ht,._~ ~· ¥N<>'t·~u:r~f;'nrr 
- 5 
pressure unit with a 4 1/2 turn bourdon pressure element. A 
slide holder was attached to the arm of the bourdon tube ~ about 
6 11 from the center. The slide holder was skewed to about 45° in 
order to(pB.rtiall~pensatt for the pressure effect on the 
thermal element. The pressure scale of the instrument was eali-
t... . 1-1" 0 :'\ 
brated in the pressure vessels at Woods Hole. There was insuf-
ficient time to calibrate the thermal scale adequately, so a 
partial calibration was made by comparing the water bottle read-
ings with the Bathythermograph readings. ,, 
On August 21, 1945, the 700 fathom BT was lowered twice 
from the Atlantis while underway at 3 knots. The traces were 
poor and the depths achieved were only 430 fathoms. Great dif-
ficulty was encountered due to the attempt to use the hydrographic 
~ ~ . 
winch as a BT winch. On August 24 the BT was lowered twice more, 
braking the drum slightly to prevent overrunning. The first 
lowering only reached a depth of 250 fathoms, but the second 
reached 550 fathoms before the wire became fouled. On August 26 
the deep BT was lowered at two · different times. The ship was 
slowed to 2 knots, and with about 1000 fathoms of wire out, 
depths of 600 and 650 fathoms were obtained. A reproduction of 
this deepest lowering while underway is shown in Plate 1. The 
near surface trace is poor due to the vibrations in the instrument 
while recovering it. The deep part of the trace shows a separa-
tion whose cause is unknown at present. The mean of the two 
traces appears to give data agreeable with that from water bottles. 
.,. 
, .. ·. 
. c 
- ."P'·-
11 0n August 2?, 1945, the Atlantis reached the position 
where she was to anchor and a water bottle station was made 
in conjunction with the ?00 fathom bathythermographs. Since 
only 6 water bottles were available, the data had to be obtained 
in three casts. Figure 5A is a plot of the water bottle data 
and the deep bathythermograph data for comparison purposes. 
The bottom point of each cast was used to assist in calibrating 
( the. ?00 fathom bathythermograph, but no other points were con-
sidered. 
~The agreement between the bathythermograph curves is within 
. 
the possible fluctuations due to internal waves. Unfortunately 
the water bottle data did not overlap sufficiently to obtain any 
data on this possibility. The calibration of the instrument was 
not too well controlled, and the instrument was damaged before an 
adequa~e calibration could be obtained. 
·,1 
~igures 5B and 50 give the temperature depth curves obtained 
•·. 
at the other lowerings of the bathythermograph. These curves 
we~e converted to velocity depth curves by standard methods and 
~s 
these are plotted in Figure 5D. The extreme right hand curve ~ 
the velocity data obtained from the water bottle observations. 
Note how characteristic the shape·of the velocity depth curve is. 
None of the bathythermograph lowerings were sufficiently deep to 
determine the axis depth. They are good enough to show, however, 
that this instrument is feasible and that bathythermographs may 
be used to make observations to sufficient depths while the ship 




is underway. A more suitable winch and bathythermograph are 
being developed at present for future use. 
11 The depth of the sound channel axis at the Atlantis position 
was 640 fathoms. This is slightly less than that indicated {700 
fathoms) by mean velocity depth curves for this portion of the 
ocean. The axial velocity was 4888 ft/sec in agreement with that 
obtained from the mean curves. 11 
Pacific Ocean. 0. W. Schreiber3 in a report on axial sound . 
velocity in the Pacific Ocean, points out that it varies from 
an average of 4845.3 ft/sec off C~lifornia to an average of ) 
4859.6 ft/sec off Hawaii. If we ~he fact that he presents 
profiles showing that the rate of change in axial sound velocity 
.......... 
is not uniform from Hawaii to California, thereby further compliJ~ 
eating the problem, we may assume that the mean velocity value I 
for this area is 4852.5 ft/sec. It is approximately 2000 miles 
_.... \- \~ 
between these \two points, and, using this mean velocity, the 
-+~All~ /NG-
travel time of a signal '&ravelling the entire distance would be 
2506.~seconds. If a signal originated 300 miles from California 
and 1700 miles from Hawaii the travel time from this point would 
be 2132.22 seconds to Hawaii and 373.82 seconds to California. 
Thus the signal's source must have been 1758.40 seconds travel 
time nearer California than Hawaii. Tnis, when applied to 
4852.5 ft/sec, would equal 1403.332 miles, an error of 3.332 miles. 
Conclusion 
The use of average axial sound velocities to cover a wide 
area is accurate enough for air-sea rescue work but can not • 
(ful~ take~advantage of the possibilities of precise survey 
work offered by the equipment to be installed in the monitoring 
stations. It is therefore recommended that, as soon as there 
are three or more shore-connected hydrophones whose positions 
are known, attempts be made to gather empirical data on the axial 
~ . 
sound velocity by the firing Gf bombs~ survey vessels~ ~ 
known positions. 
AT'I~t>TS TO 1>t.~rflf 
D. S'filRi!AINA'fiON Oi' AXIAL SOUND VELOCITY BY 
E~~IRICAL METHODS 
The first SOFAR triangulation experiment was conducted in 
August and September 1945. Tne following account of the empirical 
methods used to determine the axial sound velocity for the 
analysis of data is quoted from excerpts of the notes made by 
,. 
J. L. Worzel, Scientist in Charge of the~RV Atlantis. 
Eleuthera 
11 The Eleuthera station was manned and operating at the 
time the plan of operations was made. All the personnel were 
alerted and instructed in their parts in the triangulation oper-
~d 
ations by radio and by mail. Wnile the ~ther stations were made 
, -r s. 
ready and put to sea, Eleuthera repaired their level recorders, 
~_...;.............-..... 
which had been giving continuous trouble throughout all ~r 




and made observations for the more accurate determinations of the 
location of the hydrophones. The personnel that operated the 
station were N. C. Steenland, M. Schalk, N. West, R. Dix, ( C.R.M. ; 
( Dr. ) D. E. Kirkpatrick with lDr) J. A. Peoples in charge. 11 
II 
Atlantis 
11 0n the way out to. the listening station, the Y-SRV 'Atlantis 
fired charges (See Figure 1) three times a day in order to estab-
lish a figure for the axial velocity in the area in which the 
experiments were to take place ..••..• Bombs were dropped as shown 
in Figure 1, while the'' Atlantis ''was on drift station, to help 
give velocity data. All the navigation for the whole trip was 
the ~nEl ·ship t s.,"navigation ....... . 
11 Yalor 
\J\C.V ~ \ 
11 T'ne/\·Valor' fired ~'-deep shots (a t four times' to help obtain 
velocity data in the area. Since her position was accurately 
known by means of Loran, the distance to Eleuthera could be 
accurately determined and the velocity obtained. The positions 
at which bombs were dropped are circled in Figure 3 ...... The 
personnel who operated the Valor station were Mr. William Saars 
with R. J. McCurdy in charge. 
11 Ga.laxy 
tl ' ~ The U. S. S. Galaxy was provided with a hydrophone, amplifier, 
level recorder and chronometer to record the firing times of all 
shots, and with Mark 34 bomb cases, Mark 4 demolition blocks, and 
- ~-
~ Woods Hole detonators to make bombs. 
11 The 1Galaxy
1
started to sea to commence her firing schedule, 
but ran into a storm which did quite a lot of damage to her and 
short-circuited her whole electrical system, so she had to return 
to port. 
111/Iason 
"The U. S. S. Mason, ~E 529) was obtained to replace the 
Galaxy as a firing ship. All the gear was moved from the Galaxy 
to the Mason, which immediately p~t to sea. This change only 
caused about two days delay in the schedule, since the Mason was 
.I-· :ta•lllils.,.tt:=!'l~ faster than the Galaxy •.••••.•• -
"Recordings were made of the time of release of the bombs 
and the direct sound and as many echoes as possible with the 
level recorder. Tnis allowed accurate timing of the explosion 
instant, and a determination of the firing depth ....••.. 
11 The personnel on the USS Mason were C. R. Noll, C.R.M., 
with Mr. H. H. Robinson in charge of the bomb work. 
11 Velocity Determinations 
11 General 
There are three types of data obtained in this work which 
may be used in determining velocity. Tne shots fired by the 
Atlantis allow determinations which are limited by the accuracy 
I 
of the firing positions. These positions were obtained by 
ordinary good ships~ navigation and dead reckoning. The shots 






by" the navigation. The Valor, however, had Loran navigation. 
The triple reception sh-ots with instant of explosion known, allow 
determinations limited only by the accuracy of the time measure-
ments, by the necessary assumption of the same velocity on the 
paths to each receiver and .by the position determination of all 
three stations. 
"Atlantis velocity determinations 
'1 From the Atlantis pos)r tiona .:,or each shot the distan.ce \to 
lfP' fo~v t.#f ...., .st""~ !r(ty~.PI~ .JIJ-J 
Eleuthera was calculated.,lle§!:ag tiM e"tiQ<FHlera saJutiQ.a=f;u:t• a 
'II \1 
, , 3 wt:£9 AYi 4 A 
Table 
l:,c~E"r"'~.;tJ Velocit;y: Values iCP&maHi3a=c;~:e J.i!~!li!Rg 
· ,f- "Sl..o~s F='tre-.1 f.--- RV ATU\f4T'f.S 
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429 30-43. 6 54-56. 2 

















The Valor positions should be much more reliable than the 
Atlantis positions since the Valor had Loran navigation. 
'. The reductions to velocity were made in the same way as 
those for the Atlantis given above. Table~gives the positions 
and results of these computations. 
Table .. Jr 
' 'A t,cpeo,-•""':!:.-". Velocity Values ~rom ~or Firing 
5ko"\s ..(,rc d £,.._,_ IA.S 'fi'LOR 
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The best position for the three position fix as described 
in a later section was used as the best probable shot location. 
(~ ~ \1-'-• ·tt->~ Jv+) 
From this pointt\the\le'lliptical distances to the three stations 
were calculated as above. Tne measured distance was then sub-
tracted from the calculated elliptical distance and the difference 
stepped off in the proper direction along the bearing line. The 







lines have then been drawn on the basis of a mean velocity which 
has be~n assumed to be the same to all three stations. By trial 
and error another velocity was chosen until the triangle became 
as small as desired. This velocity was then assumed to be the ,....-
appropriate velocity to give the best position fixes. Table ~J!t 
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11 For shot 371 the triangle would not close within any rea-
sonable velocity. The only conclusion which may be drawn is 
that some of the data is inaccurate for this shot. 
/ 
Resume of velocity determinat.ions 
11 The mean velocities determined by the Atlantis firing and 
from the Valor firing largely confirms the figure of 4888 feet per 
second obtained from thermal data as the mean value for the axial 
velocity in this region of the Atlantic Ocean1 The values deter-
mined by the three position fixes were subject to errors of location 
.of each receiving point. There are too few values determined by 
this method for the average to satisfaetorlly take care of the 
errors. Since the figures above confirm the mean velocity obtained 
from the tempera ture depth curves, the velocity of 4888 feet per 
second or .8039 mi/sec will be used for the velocity in this report~ 
~~h~~~ ~Jitot. 




Atlantic Rid~e Project ll-4Q 
In a further attempt to confirm the axial sound velocity 
to be used as an average in the North Atlantic and to explore 
the effect of diffraction around sea mounts and islands the U. S. S. 
Muir with Wm. VonArx in charge of Scientific data set sail ~ 
Philadelphia in November 1945. Plate 2 shows her course and the 
positions of events 505 to 586 inclusive. 
The U. S. S. Muir had a dual recording gear. ~nen the sound 
\.t~ 
of the explosion and ~ echoes were picked up by her fathometer 
they were fed on one ~t into a wire recorder and on another 
circuit into a Power Level Recorder. Both these instruments also 
recorded the time ticks of a break circuit chronometer. On the 
Muir's return the wire recordings were reproduced on an oscillo-
graph and photographed. From these records it was possible to 
derive a most accurate record of the time and depth of explosion. 
After the U. S. S. Muir had progressed about 1000 miles to 
sea the Loran fixes became less accurate and her posi tiona had 
to be determined by astronomical observations when weather 
permitted and by Dead Reckoning at other times. (....._ t.i'.'''fM•,.. 
The station at Eleuthera was the sole monitor of ~r signals ~ 
so~ SOFAR fixes on her position could be obtained and there 
was no chance of determining axial sound velocity by the method 
explained on page %6.1~ , 
All events were first plotted at the positions reported by 
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calculated by the sin-cos method with seven place tablef·and a 
correctioq_jntroduced to compensate for the earth's ellipticity.~ 
~111 . 
Th~ ' velocitles calculated from these distances averaged .80304 
'i,-z.q,o 'I 
m/s (4882.72 f/s) but ranged between a high of .81061 m/s (4024.5 \ 
f/s)- shot J:G.J:~ a.-) e..~ ~ .:1'J:)YI, ~fo (Cf8'L'I • .r~) -~ tts ll· 
Feeling that an error in the Muir's reported position 
probably caused most of this wide velocity range, an attempt to 
repTot her course with such of her navigational data as was avail-
able at Woods Hole, was made. All star fixes and running fixes 
of the sun were replotted and her course layed down from fix to 
fix. Shots fired between fixes were layed on that course at such 
DR positions as were appropriate. The position of each shot was 
then graded A1 B, 0 or D as to its probable accuracy. For a 
description as to the method of grading each shot position please 
refer to Appendix II. 
Of the 16 11 A11 shots, 9 were heard at Eleuthera. T'ne Great 
Circle distances of these were calculated and compensated for the 
\ ~ 
earth's ellipticity. The velocities, with the exception of 541 
I 
(see Appendix II) 1 ranged fro~ .80~15 m/s (4889.5 f/s) to .80463 m/a 
(4892.3 f/s) and averaged .80440 m/s (4~91.0 f/s). 
I 
All the Muirts reported positions were transferred to the 
rep~ot sheet and approximate azimuths to E1euthera were drawn from 
these positions. Using .80~40 m/s as the ,probab1e velocity and 
applying this to the travel time., the distance to· Eleuthera was 
compute~. This distance was compared with the elliptical distance 
to Eleuthera from .the Mui'r r s reported position, the difference 
' 
· Lf~-~ V~~T~~ F~-~ ~ 
~. \·r~. ~.\h-.._~~·~· fv....V.J'"'h-· 
·~ - l.!f -
being the intercept on which a Sofar line of position was plotted . 
• The results of the plotting were not infallible but showed 
enough consistency to be encouraging. Some shot positions previously 
classified as 11 B11 or 11 0 11 were found to be accurate. Others were 
not, but were so consistently in error that the writer believes 
they were correctly classified. The 11 D11 shot (~37) had an inter-
cept of but 0.277 miles from the Muir's reported position. 
If 4891.0 f/s be accepted tentativel,y as the approximate 
velocity, the following conclusions may be drawn--
\fnere differences in position between Muir r s plotting and 
Woods Hole replotting occurred, Woods Hole was nearer correct in 
28 cases and the Muir in 11 cases. For computations, see Table V • 
.,.. ~ li-
The position of shots 505, 506 and 507 obtained from Loran 
fixes do not check with . Sofar. 
Sofar places the positions of shots 508 to 518 inclusive well 
to the east of Muirrs reported and Woods Hole replotted positions. 
Shots~534, and~539 must have been fired well to the west 
of Muir•s reported and Woods Hole replotted position although the 
intervening shots were close to the replot positions. 
" 11: Snot 542 was fired east of reported position and 543 and 
548 west of reported and replotted positions. 
Shots#577 and~578 were fired east of reported position. 
Table IV showing U. S. S. Muir's reported position, the 
replot position, probable accuracy of replot position, time of 
firing (corrected for interval between actual discharge and time 
of reception aboard ship), time of peak cut-off at Eleuthera 
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2Qu-10 {' 0 
22-06.,0 
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31=19 o0 24-40o5 
3 1=38 a0 25=03 .0 
31-te~o 25-14o0 
31=57 o0 25- 26 o0 
32-05.5 25-38.0 
TABLE IV «cont") 
Quality of 
Replot Position Replot 
~~t~Nl Longo(!l Position Firing Tim~ 
2?-19 ., 5 
27-~0S o 8 
26-5J orl 
26 .., 37 0 2 
?-~'«·58.,-~ 
21 ... 36.,7 
lB-1 9 ., 0 
(15 ~,23 ,0 
~15 ~19.,8 
~1 6=17 o 2 














.:?,2~39 ,., 0 
42 =10c1 
36-04o0 
30=0•3 o 9 
·1~~~?5_, 1 
1 8 - 43.,31 
18~50 .5) . 
18-17 o3 
2Q- 0 9c8 
54-00·Q :3 
22-17 ... 0 
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15=38~54 o 65 *Oo05 
17~39- 11 ~ 68 *0 . 0 5 
19-39=08 ~ 15 +Ocl 
21-4Qq 18o04 ~Ool 
18-47-22 ~ 10 *0 ~1 
l5-54• 54 a0? ±Oo05 
13 ~ o2 - ~l ~ c5 +o . l 
~O o4 
Not Heard Sa l Isla nd (Cape Ver d e 
Ie ..} Shadow 
2l-l0-36o40 *Oo 5 Fix 18 Ml a off 
course=-5 hr~ o out 
of Dakar 
21=06=19 ~~0 ~Oo2 Geophona Reception 
2l-02-l2oB ±Qol 
No Charted Reason 
No Charted Reason 
Not Heardl pres t Meteor Bank 
:Not Hee.rdJ L Shadow 
07=01=03:90 ~~ol . 
No Charted Reason 
11=00~14o80 ±Oo2 
Not Heard ~ossibie Shoal Water 
at 3l0~-3d' · (N)40°=43°{\V) 
1150 1'm @ 51 °":'41' (N} 
Not Heard 1D~20 t (W) · 
Not Heard Possible Shoal Water 
at 32o(N)38°a43o(W) 
Not Heard Cruiser Bank Shadow 
No Charted Reason 
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Date Reported Position 
12!§. L.~.Jlll L__g~J.,'ftl 
11/29 32=14Q5 25=50o5 
32-25a5 26-05.0 
NO SHOT FIRED 
NO SH01' FIRED 
11/30 32...;!)7<>0 26 ... 4'7' 0 0 
NO SHOT PIRED 
NO SI·IOT F!RE'D 
11/30 33=29o5 27=29o5 
NO SHO~ F'~RED 
NO SHO'l~ FHtED 
11/30 34=0lo5 28~12o0 
NO SHOT FIRED 
11/30 34~22o0 28=40c5 
NO SHOT FIRED 
NO SHO'r PIRED 
lli30 35=04o0 29~37 0 5 
35-45.,0 :10=2'7o0 
36-23o0 31.,22,5 
12/l 37-05.,0 32-18 0 0 
37=46"5 33-1lo5 
38-29 .. 0 34~06c0 
38=59o5 35-05 0 5 
39=43o0 ss ... 56o5 
TABLE IV (con t Q ) 
~ ~uality of' 
Replot Position Replot 
f!.~~.ll J!.~!!So (Wj Poill~!E!! ~~!rin~~i~e._ 
32-14.,6 25=51.0 





34-21 .,7 28oo34o7 
35=04.,4 29=3lo8 
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21=57=32 o60 ±Oc2No Charted Reason 
Not H$a.rd Colorado Bank Shadow 
Not Beard Colorado Bank Shadow 
Not Heai."'d Marsala Bank Shadow 
Not Heard 1020 Fms.@ 34°=20'(N) 
34°-15°'- (W) 
Not Heard Possible Shoal Wate~ 
at 35°(N)34°= 360(W) 
Not Monitored 
..... 1 
Not Heard Probable Shoal Water 
at 36°(N)33o~37~(W) 
Not Heard _430 Fmo@ 370(N) 





16~48~32o25 ±o~05 May be eom~ 
puted back 
from fix or for-
WJtrd from fix " 




TABLE IV (conto) ~~ oo 
\ !-'Iii< 
of' Reception ~~ g,p, 
Shot Date Reported Position Replot Positiop Replot at ~@ 
Noo 1945 ~at,(N) ~~~ ~( Wl ~"~~!!l ~~B.d!£1 I?.!!_~ ion-·= ?.!!.!.£~ !_ime Eleuthera 
n~ 
Comme.nt8 CJ» · - -=== ~~ --=-=-='=~ 
579 12/4 38=06 ., 5 52- 53 , 0 38=06 o'1 52=53o9 B 05=32.,47,96 06.,02=15.,6 *<Jc5 
580 s7~~n , s 54-=39 ... 5 37=20 ., 9 54-39.,0 c 11..,02=39oS5 Not :a:ea:rd l . Bermuda 
581 36,.,35 o0 56=2l o0 36=36 o0 56=20c0 B · 16~32=4A~o33 Not Heard r Shadow 
582" 35=56 <> 0 57=~5 ., 0 35=56 o0 57~~.,0 ~ 
22..,.02"'1'44 0 62 l'fot Heard,; Zone 
583 12/5 35=06a5 59=31 ~ 5 35=07o0 59=3 oO 03=32=50.,00 Not Monitored 
584 34=17 o0 61.:_17 o5 34-l'l oQ 61=17 ., 5 B 09=02=44ol5 Not Ee:aa•d \ f!ierm.ud& 
585 \ 33=34"0 62~49 ,0 33-34,0 62.-..49 .. 0 a · 14.,.32=58o27 Not B:ear(tJ Shadow 






Velocity Computed Velocity Computed 
Shot from Muirgs Repor= Replot from Nearest to 489l o0 
Noo ted" Posi t1on Classification fi!Elot Position · F•t~u 
1Q5 
-= ,....,. ·=- vem+ ....... -- =· ~· . i 
4894 0 8 B 4894o8 Same 
06 49d3ol 'B 4904 o.6 Muir 
cAo7 4676o9 B 4874o5 Muir 
V.Soe 4841.2 {g 4847<>6 4858o2 Replot 











4839.;8 fg 4340o4 o:;p,COC!fPc:::ll 
~7 
4896o4 Replot 
4870 .. 3 D 4874"1 Replot 
18 4871 .. 1 B 48'75¢6 Replot 
~~ 
4889~ 9 :a 4889o6 Muir 
488"1 .. 1 a 4887ol Muir 
1 4886 .. 0 c 4886o6 Replot 
3 4887o9 B 4888o3 Replo.t 
· ~~ 4888 .. 1 B . 4888 o6· Replot 4890 .. 0 B 489laO Replot 
~27 48£32.,1 A 4892 .. 3 Replot t 28 4887o8 A 4889 .. 7 Replot 
~29 4S93ol A 4891,8 Replot 
~~ 
4893o0 A 4890o5 Replot 
,4895.,0 A ' . 4889o5 Replot 
32 4896;3 A 4889o5 Replot 
~33 4_900,'?<? a 4887,9 Rap lot 
~34 4929 .. 1 c 4.92l o5 Replot 
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4897 ol 
4891 .. 9 
t'1893o8 
4893 c. 4 
4874 0 1 
4879 , 5 
4887 . 2 




































1Jearest to 489l o0 Ft/Sec:"' 
Replot in 28 casas 
Muir in 11 cases 
Same in 2 cases 
41 cases 





















E. FUTURE VELOCITY DETERMINATIONS BY EMPIRICAL METHODS 
Present plans include the installation of four monitoring 
stations covering the area between California and Hawaii. T'ne 
hydrophones ~ these stations will be shore connected and their 
permanent positions can be accurately determined. This will 
obviate one cause of the errors experienced in determining axial 
sound velocity by means of a three station fix. (See page 13). 
When bombs were fired from the U.S.S. Mason~ U.S.S. Muir 
and other vessels, the method of recording the time and depth of 
explosion was entirely adequate. In spite of extraordinary efforts 
to determine positions with more accuracy than is generally required 
for normal ship's navigation, the reported position for many events 
was open to question. ~~ommended that the navigator of a 
survey vessel grade his" shot positions .. " carefullJ~; as was done 
in the replot of the Muir's ~~s~t signals originating at a 
point open to question may not be accorded the same importance as 
signals whose origin is positively known. 
For instance, let us assume that a vessel in a reported 
position exactly 1000 miles from a . monitoring station drops a 
bomb that is heard at that station 1252.98 secon~s later. Then 
the average axial sound velocity is 4852.6 f/s. However, the 
presence of an error of only two miles in the vesselts reported 
position which is common enough one thousand miles out, would 
show that the average axial sound velocity might be from 4842.9 f/s 
to 4862.4 f/s. T'nis is an even greater tolerance than that shown 
by available hydrographic data men~io~on page 7. 
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F. DESCRIPTION OF FIRST SOFAR POSITION TRIANGULATION EXPERIMENT 
The following account of the first Safar position triangulation 
experiment is quoted from ~cerpts of the notes written by J. L. 
Worzel, Scientist in charge of the USRV Atlantis. 
"General. In a previous report1 , the reception of sound signal.s 
from small bombs at ranges up to 1000 miles was described. It_was 
Q..4-uj~~~ ~ 
stated in that report that~bnree stations could~triangulateJand 
determine the firing~~ of a small bomb. The Bureau of Ships, 
Navy Departme~t, requested that a network of three stations be estab-
lished to prove the feasibility of this type of triangulation as a 
preliminary step in establishing a network for locating survivors 
~ of plane crashes, and other surY-ivors on the deep oceans. 
~With the cooperation of the U. S. Navy Underwater Sound 
Laboratories .and the Bureau of Ships, the Woods Hole Oceanographic 
Institution arranged such a triangulation experiment to commence 
about August 1, 1945. Since all details could not be arranged by 
this date the actual operations did not commence until about August 
14, 1945. 
~Eleuthera Island had been used as a monitoring station on 
the. earlier work and was still in operation, so it was to be 
one corner of the reception triangle. Tne Atlantis, research 
vessel of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, was to proceed 
to a point about 600 miles east of Bermuda to anchor and lower 
• listening equipment, in order to establish a second corner of the 
I ~h ~~ 1~ .J~ hi f..ht. 
~'it"\'t~--h'4·'~~ ~£~ ~ 8·~w~ 
(L~ Utt.. ~ ~ y }Jb.Cf,  t_S, flfJ· 
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V.SCG 
triangle. The &.i.O.&. Valor was to proceed to a position about 
400 miles north of Bermuda, heave to and lower listening equipment, 
in order to establish the third corner of the triangle. This 
arrangement provided approximately an equilateral triangle 1000 
vs.s 
miles to a side. The U, S. 9. Galaxy was then to run a series 
of courses within the listening triangle firing at appropriate 
intervals. Plane flights from Miami to Bermuda to Porto Rico, and 
and from New York to Bermuda to the Azores were also arranged to 
drop additional bombs for the stations to monitor. 
11 Eleuthera. Of the 155 shots fired during these experiments, 
Eleuthera monitored for 154 of them. 137 shots were received in 
good order, 3 were in definite shadow zones, 2 were in probable 
shadow zones, and 12 were duds, possible duds, probable duds, or 
detonators only. 
e 11Atlantis. New London had designed and built two sets of 
prototype gear2 for Sofar listening stations and one set of this 
gear was put aboard the Atlantis prior to sailing •....• On August 
27 ..•• the ship was anchored in 3040 fathoms of water (see figure 1) 
and an AX58A hydrophone attached to the anchor cable so that it 
was at about the sound channel axis depth. Tne hydrophone was • 
attached to a boom about 3 feet long, whose other end was lashed 
to the hydrophone cable. An uphaul and a downhaul were used to 
keep the boom perpendicular to the cable. Tne hydrophone cable 
was then lashed to the anchor cable at 400 foot intervals. This 
installation was quite noisy. On August 28 an attempt was ma.de 
2 ~~~- r ~r~~ 
~ ~~ I • ~ ~.,. ~ \i(.. f. ~~. ()5(1/•t (}S{.. 
. ~~· e> .. 3$ y ~  11, 1lfV(. 
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to recover the cable and the hydrophone attached to the anchor 
cable. With a great deal of difficulty about 500 feet of cable were 
recovered when darkness interfered and the cable and hydrophone 
were abandoned temporarily. The hydrophone cable had wound itself 
so tightly around the anchor cable that it could not be removed 
with any reasonable effort. A new hydrophone and cable were rigged 
over the stern and the surges largely eliminated with airplane 
shock cord. On August 29 the airplane flight from Miami to Bermuda 
to Porto Rico (see. Figure 4) was monitored. Just before the last 
three shots of this flight, the anchor cable parted at the bow sheave 
from excess wear and the last three shots were monitored while 
drifting. The cable was then moved amidships and the ship brought 
about on the opposite tack. After this exchange the cable resist-
ance fell way down and the cable was overhauled and repaired. 
There was a respite in the firing schedule at this time so the 
A tlan tis moved farther North to Lat. 30°N in hopes the wind would 
be more moderate at higher latitudes. 
11 The ship was hove to and drifted for the remainder of the 
time she was listening. The positions at which she was located 
for the reception of each shot are shown in Figure 2. Tne noise 
level was very high most of the time but seemed to be much less 
between about 1900 and 2300Z or from 1500 to 1900Q,. There was no 
discernible difference in the wind strength during this period 
than during the other period. 
"During the noisy periods, the cable was pulled up and a 
preamplifier and hydrophone rig put on to try to raise the signal 
level aboue the noise level. This was tried twice, but failed 
· .. ... 
. . . 
~· 
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both times as a very low frequency noise was always present. This 
was at~ribu ted to electrolysis in the water as the cable insulation 
was poor by the time the preamp was tried, and the power for the 
preamp was fed down the cable. ~ne cable had to be repaired three 
times during the listening period as the insulation failed. 
11 Bombs were dropped as shown in Figure 1, while the Atlantis 
was on drift station, to help give velocity data. 'All the naviga-
tion for the whole trip was the routine ship's navigation. On 
September 4 the listening station was secured and the return trip 
begun. Of the 130 shots not fired by the Atlantis, 45 were re-
corded adequately, 43 were monitored but could not be detected 
above the background noise, 4 were monitored but were duds or 
probable duds, 21 occurred during cable repairs, 15 were not 
monitored due to lack of schedule information, and 2 were fired 
after the station was secured •...... 
~ 11 Valor. A set of the New London prototype gear2 was put 
aboard the Valor for addittonal tests. The Valor th~n proceeded ~ 
to her assigned position. A modified AX58C hydrophone attached 
to a 5000 foot length of demolition cable was lowered down into 
the water. Tnis rig was suspended from a spherical buoy which 
was secured to the Valor by a 200 foot manila line. The installa-
tion was completed approximately 1200Z on August 24 and monitoring 
commenced immediately. This rig lasted about a day until the 
wind shifted suddenly, causing the Valor to jibe and foul the 
buoy and line. While trying to clear the tangle, the hydrophone 
line parted and all the underwater gear was lost. 
~-~ ~J~~~~r~~~ 
~ ~~~ W·V.-~ ~ \11) . ~ ~~ {)sN., USL 
 ~-· ~-3f', , ~ ''· l't'{ik 
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11 A second installation like the first was prepared, 
\tJ . 
except~ only 3000 feet of cable was used in order to conserve 
the remaining cable supply. This rig was not put into operation 
until August 28 at l400Z, so that there would be the greatest 
chance of operating during the actual triangulation tests. This 
rig received well to distances up to 500 miles, but at greater 
ranges the signal strength was too low compared with the noise 
level. 
11 0n the morning of August 31 the cable was overhauled to 
put a shock mounting near the hydrophone and to .add the remaining 
~ 
2000 feet of cable. The hydrophone showed ~teeth marks due t~-f4sh 
on the shiny band around it when it was brought aboard. This band 
was painted over before the hydrophone was lowered again. Several 
insulation breakdowns occurred and had to be repaired before the 
hydrophone was again lowered into position and monitoring resumed 
at 2200Z. 
11 At 0730Z on September 3 an/. insulation failure was found. 
The cable part~ while it was being overhauled, and most of the 
underwater gear was lost. This caused the Valor to cease operations 
as they had no more cable. · 
11 Tne positions of the Valor at the time of each reception 
was d.etermined with Loran. A plot of the Va.lor' s lhcation for 
each shot is shown in Figure 3 . .. · • · · · 
-~ 
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11 0f the 100 shots fired while the Valor 1rvas on station, 4 
were recorded adequately, 40 were received aurally and marked on 
the level recorder tapes so that their times could be determined 
quite accurately. One reception was noted at a time which can 
fit two shots equally well, 26 shots were monitored for which there 
was no reception, 4 shots were monitored with no reception, but . 
they were probably shadowed by Bermuda, 8 shots were monitored 
which were duds, 14 shots occurred wh+le cable repairs were being 
effected, and 1 shot was not monitored due to lack of schedule 
information ••..•..• 
G "Mason. 
firing ship ••. 
The U.S.S. Mason, DE529, was obtained ..... as a 
Three types of bombs were dropped from the Mason. 
The one which was used most frequently consisted of a Mark 34 
bomb case containing two Mark 4 i pound demolition blocks with a 
Woods Hole detonator inserted in one of them. The second type 
consisted of a case of Mark 4 demolition blocks, with three blocks 
removed and two Woods Hole detonators inserted in two demolition 
blocks. This formed a bomb which weighed about .48i pounds. The 
third tYl?e consisted of a 300 pound Mark 6 depth char.ge with the 
normal firing mechanism replaced with two Mark 4 demolition blocks 
with a Woods Hole detonator inserted in each. The latter bombs 
only fired the two demolition blocks when it was tried ....•• 
11 Tne Mason fired 82 Mark 34 1 pound bombs, 4 48! pound bombs 
and 1 300 pound Mark 6 depth charge. Only the booster charge fired 
in the depth charge, and in one case only the detonator fired in a 
-30 -
Mark 34 1 pound bomb. The positions at which each shot was fired 
are shown in Figure 4. 
6::---- 11 New London. T'ne overall control of the triangula t1on ex-
periments and the communications were controlled from USNUSL at 
New London. T'ne shooting schedules were arranged and transmitted 
to all parties from this location. The results from each shot 
were sent as soon as possible from each receiving station to New 
London where the rough plots of the receptions were made. These 
served as a check to control the ensuing work and to organize 
further tests as they were needed. 
11 The personnel responsible for the operations were Mrs. M. K. 
Ewing, Lt. E. L. Newhouse wnen he was not firing from planes, with 
Dr. M. Ewing in charge of the scientific work and Comdr. J. B. 
Knight in charge of communications. 
~ -J1Planes. T'ne first plane flight was arranged by Commander 
Loveland, U. S. N., Gulf Sea Frontier, Miami, Florida. The plane, 
a Liberator (PB4Y), had left Boca Chica, Florida, about 0900Z on 
August 29 and flew to Bermuda at an air speed of 171 miles per hou~. 
It landed at about 1400Z, refueled, and then took off at about 
1430Z, and flew to San Juan, Porto Rico, arriving about 2000Z. 
All the positions were obtained by dead reckoning and radio bear-
ings. Two bombs were dropped with an interval of ten minutes 
between them after each hour of flight. The positions at which 
bombs were dropped are shown in Figure 5. 
11 The second plane flight was on an ATC flight from New York 
to Bermuda to the Azores. The flight left New York about l400Z, 
- 31-
August 31, and arrived at Bermuda about 1800Z. The flight left 
Bermuda about 2000Z, August 31, and arrived at the Azores about 
0830Z, September l. Four celestial fixes were obtained between 
Bermuda and the Azores. All other positions were obtained by 
dead reckoning. Bombs were dropped at half hour intervals when-
ever the plane was clear of the Palmetto Point shadow zone and over 
deep water. The plane flew at an air speed of 178 miles per hour 
and at an altitude of 7000 feet. T'ne positions at which bombs 
were dropped are shown in Figure 5. ----....... 
11 Fixes and Lines of Position' 
A list of the shots and receptions is given in Table 
In general three stations were not working at the same time due 
to the difficulties encountered on the boat receiving stations. 
Most of the time the firing ship was able to determine the instant 
of explosion (hereafter labelled T.B. after general geophysical 
practice). For plane flights and at times when "the ship did not 
stop, no T.B. was obtained. 
11 1In order to plot a position it was necessary to determine 
distance from the various sound travel times. To do this a sound -1 
£"~sfr~, velocity had to be used •.•• , .. A .... figure was determined ..•.• ,..., 
fsee page l~,and this was used on all calculations in this report. 
"To t~ termine the shot position, distances and bearings 
were calculated to a position near the ~hot position using the 
H0214 tables. For those shots where a time break was available, 
(~c-- ~S'l) 
Event Date 
A.320 Aug. 20 
A321 Aug. 20 
A322 Aug. 21 
A32 3 Aug. ~1 
A324 Aug. 21 
A325 Aug . 22 
A326 Aug. 22 










24°-56 .2' ( N) 
76°-06.3 1 (VI) 
Position of 
USRV Atlantis 
---~ 1..3 •0 (N) 
~~
0
0 : 49. g) t 0~) 
· e d ) o e Q r• ( W') ) Not recelV • '3lf•<l(W .04 " "i4-39-22.l(GC·T 





Q0- L14 -39 • 7 '- r~ 
14-22-07,.8 
DUD 
37°-07.5 1 (N) 
66°-03.0 1 ( W) 
Pired 20-13-51~3 
36Q-53.7 1 (N) 




}?ired 14;_14-56 o 5 
35°-3495' ( N) 
63°-46.2 1 (W) 
Fired 20-15-29.7 
34°-47 _s, on 
64°-07.7 1 ( 1N ) 
Fired 02-26-53o2 
33°-10.9' (N) 








TABLE VI (cont.) 
Received at 
Position .of Position of Eleuthera Position of 
Event Date USS Mason USCG Valor 24°-56.2' (N) USRV Atlantis 
76°-06.3' (WI -
A328 Aug. 23 32°-18.3'(N) 
64°-22.0' (W) 
20-29-56.0 Fired 20-14-12.7 
A329 Aug. 24 32° -04~ 6 r (N) 
63°-38.7 r (W) 
02-39-48.5 Fired 02·23·37.6 
A330 Aug. 24 31°-39.0' (N) 
62°-ll.Ot (W) 
Not Received 14-17·36.1 Fired 14-00-15.5 
A331 Aug. 24 31° ... 35o8 1 (N) 
61°-59.1' (W) 
Not Received 15-46-04.1 Fired 15-28-34.2 
A332 Aug. 24 31°-23.4'(N) 
61°-27 .3• (W) 
Not Received 20-17-45.6 Fired 19M59-59.6 
A333 Aug. 25 31 °-06o2 r (N) 
60°-44.1 t (W) 
Not Received 02-42-11.8 Fired 02-23-37.5 
A334 Aug. 25 30 °-38 • 2 ' ( N) ego' HeN •TO~ IJ , 59°-23o 1' (W) 
able Repairee Not Received Fired 14-05-09.6 * 






Position or Position or Eleuthera Position or 
Event Date USS Mason USCG Valor - 24°-56o2f (N) USRV Atlantis 
76°-06o3'i!l -




Cable Repair$6 15-13-06.7 Fired 14-53-18.5 
A336 Aug. 26 
Pl-f~ 
3o0 ... o8.4' (N) -
57°-51.2' (W) 
Cable Repaiz4d 02 .. 14-55.1 Fired 02•23·48.7 




Cable Repai~ 14 ... 30-51.4 Fired 14-08-36.1 
A338 Aug. 26 
N~~ 
29~·32.3' (N) 
56 -09o6' (W) 
Cable Repair%d 20-16-45.1 Fired 19-53-54.1 
A339 Aug. 27 29° .. 13. 8' (N) 
.~~rW 55°-25.1' (W) Cable Repai 02 ... 47-20.9 Fired 02·23-49.1 
A340 Aug. 28 28°-38o 9' (N) 
/V•'f "~ 54° ... 29 0 0' (W) 
Cable Repairs Not Monitored Fired 02·34-24.0 
M341 Aug. 28 37°-58.5 1 (N) 38~·22. 8 t (N) 
64°-54.5' (W) 64 ·02.2' {W) High Noise Level 
Fired 14-19 ... 27.1 Rec. 14-20 ... 28.8 14 .. 39-27.8 Not Received 
M342 Aug. 28 37°·58.5' (N) 38°·22o8'(N) 
64°-54.5 t (W) 64°-o2.2•(W) High Noi•e Level 






Event Date USS Mason 
- Aug. 28 37°-22.9' (N) M343 
62°-57 .o' (W) 
Fired 20-l8-28ol 
M344 Aug. 28 37° ... 22.0 1 (N) 
62° ... 57.0' (W) 
Fired 20·50-54.0 
V345 Aug. 29 
~ ~ IAA-<-· 
TABLE VI~ ( cont o ) 
Received at 
Position of Eleuthera 
USCG Valor 248•56. 2' ( N) 
76 -06o3' ~W) 
0 
380 -22.4' (N) 
64 -14.4' (W) 
Rec. 20-20·16.4 20-39-17.2 
38°-22.4' (N) 
64° ... 14. 4' {W) 
Rec. 20·52-43.3 21-11·45.1 
38° .. 27 o3 1 (N) 
64° .. 28.7' {W) 
01-39 ... 58.,. Fired 01-19·13.7 
Position of 
USRV Atlantis 
High Noise Level 
Not Received 









M346 Aug •. 29 
M347 Aug. 29 
1\1348 Aug .. 29 
M349 Aug. 29 
l\1371 Aug. 29 
P350 Aug •. 29 
Position of 
USS !/Iason 
36° -56.0 1 (N) 











36°-19.9 I (N) 





74°-12 I (VV) 
Fired 14-05-xx 
:1Zr 
TABLE~ {c ont .) 
Posltion of 
USCG Valor 
38°-29.1 I (N) 
64°-30.8 t (W) 
Rec . 02-18-26.8 
0 . 




64°-31.5 1 ( VV) 
Rec. 08-22-32.4 
38°-26 .. 2 I ( N) 
64°-31 •. s I {W) 
Rec. 08-55-02.9 
38°-26.2' (N) 
64°-31.5 t ( W) 
Rec. 09-54-55 .. 0 
38°-27.8'(N) 




24°-56.2 I (W) 
76°-06 .. 3t c~ 
02-36-29.8 
03-07-56.9 





Posi tlon of 
USRV A t1antis 
. ,.. 
~::r;:d~ 
28°-47.9 1 (N) 






TABLE £ ( c ontt • ) 
Received at 
Position of Position of Eleuthera Position of 
Event Date Plane USCG Vnlor 24°-56.2 1 (N) :EJSRV Atlantis 
- 760-06.~W ) 
P351 Aug. 29 26°~19 1 (N) 
73°-46'(W} 
38 o- 2 7. 8 t ( N) 
64°-37.7'(W) 
Fired 14-15-xx Rec. 14-41-00.0 H-e-e. 14-26-18.1 Not Received 
P352 Aug. 29 2'3~L39 I ( N) 38°-.28.5f(N) 
71°-39 I (W) 640-38.31 (W) 
Fired. 15-05-xx Not Recelved ~. 15-14-07.0 Not Received 
P353 Aug. 29 27°~55 1 (N) 38°-2s •. sr (N) 28°-47.9 1(N) 
710-13 I {W) 64°-38 .. 3t( W) 54°-29.1 t (W) 
Fired 15-15-xx Rec. 15-29-29.2 ~. 15-21-07.8 -Rec. 15-33-28.9 
P354 Aug .. 29 29°-18 I (N) 0 28°-47 .. 9' (N) 38 -29.3' (N) 
69°-05 1 (W) 64°-39.51 (VJ) 54°-29.le (W) 
Fired 16-05-xx Fired 16-15-24.9 ~. 16-12-30.0 Not Received~· 
F355 Aug. 29 29°-35t(N) 38°-29.3 1 (N) 28°-47.9'(N) 
68°-40 1 {W) 64°-39.,51 (W) 54°-29,.1 r (W) 
Fired 16-15-xx Rec .• 16-26-23.,4 16-24-.32 .4 Rec. 16-30-47.9 
P356 Aug. 29 31°-05t(N) 38°-31.0 I (N) 28°-47.9'(N) 
66°-38 I (W) 64°-40 .. 8 1 (W) 54°-.29.1 t (W) 
Fired 17-05-xx Rec. 17-15-13.1 17-18-33.4 Rec. 17-19-42.5 
P357 Aug. 29 31°-21 1 ( N) 
66°-11 1 (W) 
Fired 17-15-xx Uot Heceived Not Heceived Not ~eo8iv~ otJf\()ll. , 
P358 Aug. 29 30°-13V (N) 38°-35.8'(N) 
65°-oo 1 (W) 64°-44.7 1 ( IN ) 
Fired 19-50-xx Not Received }fot- 'Re-ce1v-ed Not ::fl ece i'u.~Gl 
~
Vl 
*At 1620 Atlantis heard a D. C. CJ1 
\. 
Bvent Date 
P359 Aug .. 29 
P360 Aug . 29 
P361 Aug. 29 
P362 Aug. 29 
P363 Aug. 29 
P364 Aug. 29 
P365 Aug . 29 
Position of 
Plane 
29° - 26 t (N) 
65° - 13t (W) 
Fired 20-00-xx 
28°-06' (N) 




65°-34 t (W) 
Fired 20-45-xx 
26°-08 I (N) 
65°-33 1 (W) 
Fired 21-20-xx 
25°-38 1 (N) 
65°-42 I (IN) 
Fired 21-30-xx 
24° ... oo' (N) 
65°-50 I (W) 
Fired 22-05-xx 
23°-30 I (N) 
65°-50 I (W) 
Fired 22-15-xx 
->:- No sharp cut-off ;t 2 sec. 
1r 




64°-44.,7 1 (W) 
Not Received 
38°-36.8 1' (N) 
64°-46 .. 1' (W) 
·Not Received 
38°-36 .. 8( ( N) 
64°-46,.1' (VI/) 
Not Received 
38°-38.1 1 (N) 
64°-46 .. 2' (W) 
Rec. 21-3'7-45.6 
38°-38.1 I (N) 
64°-~6 . 2' (W) 
Not Received 
38°-39.9 1 (N) 
64o-47 .or (W) 
Not Received 
38°-39.9 1 (N) 


















28°-47.9 1 (N) 
54°-29,.1 t (W) 
Rec . 20-11-57 ., 4 







Not Roe oived 
"'~ Not ~@ived 
28°-49 . 9 ' (N) 
54°-30.2 e (W) 






P-366 Aug . 29 
P367 Aug . 29 
P368 Aug . 29 
M372 Auz . 30 
M373 Aug . 30 
M374 P.ug . 3 0 







65°-50 I ( W) 
Fired 23-00-xx 
19°-38 I (N) 
650-58 t (W) 
Fi :::>ed 23-35-xx 
Pos it i on of 
USS Mason 
33°-274 2 1 ( N ) 
60°-07. 8'' ( W) 
F ired 02~03 -3 6 .6 
33°-27~2 1 (N) 
60°-07.8 1 (W) 
F ired 02-36-32.2 
32°-Sl .lt, ( N ) 
61°-51. 8 t ( '!J ) 
Fire d 08-09 -49 ~ 2 
32°-51.1 1 (N) 
61°-51.8 I (W) 
F j red 08 - 37- 39 . 6 
' 
1r 






38°-40,.3 1 (N) 
64°-48.0 I (W) . 
Not Received 
38°-4340r (N) 
64 O -49., 0 I ( W) 




39° -10 .0 1 ( N) 
64°-52 .0'(W) 
Re c. 08 -18 - 05 . 5 

















54°-31 ol t (W) 
Re c .. 23-1 6 -08.4 
Not Re c e ive d 










M376 Aug. 30 
1.13 77 Aug . 30 
M3 78 Aug .. 30 
M379 Aug . 31 
M380 Aug. 31 
P381 Aug . 31 
P382 Au~ . 31 
Position of 
USS Mas on 
32°-26.6t (N) 
63°-36.0 1 ( V.l) 
Fired 14-33-28.4 
32°-26.6 I (N) 
63°-36.0'(W) 
Fired 15-09-09. 6 
32° - 26 .. 6t ( F) 
63° - 36.0! ('fl) 
Fired 15-59-48 . 6 
32° - 03 . 8 1 {N) 
64° - 05 . 3 1 ( W) 
Fired 19 -04 -20 ~7 
32° - 03.8' (N) 
64°-0.5.3' ( W) 
Fired ] 9-29 -31.8 
Position of . 
Plane 
36°-ll.O'(N) 
68°-43,.0 1 ( W) 
Fired 20-34-xx 
35°-02.0 1 ( N ) 
57°-35,.0 1 ( W) 
Fired 21-04-xx 
-:~ Long Heavy Rllmble No sharp p8ak 






No t H-ee-e j,v~ 
39°-32 .. 9 1 ( N) 
64 °-43 ~ 2 ' ( W) 
Rec . 15-18-00.6 






24°-56 .. 2t(N) 
76°-06 .. 3'(W) 
14-49-56,.7 
15-25-36.88 
16 - 16 - 15 . 8 








~~~.-~t']ft~ Not ~ AA Al .rc 
Not Received 
Not Re ceived 
29°-56.0 1 ( N) 
53°-59 0 4t ( W) 
Rec .. 1 9 -15 -25.4 
29°-56 .. 1, on 
54° -00 .. 1
1
( W) 
Rec. 1 9 -40-35 .. 3 
29°-56o8f {N) 
54°-01.,3~ ( W·) 









P383 Aug. 31 
P384a Sept. 1 
P384 Sept. 1 
:M401 Sept .• 1 






























63°-08.!:zt ( W) 









6 3 °..; 0 7 0 8 l ( w ) ~.f. 
Rec. 01-13-26.8 01-20-15.3 
39°-23o5f(N) 
63°-07.Bt(W) ~ 
Rec. 01-10-26. 8'' 01-26-58 o 6 











29°-58o8 1 (N) 
54°-06 ~2 ( ( W) 
Not Received 
29° - 58.8' (N) 
54°-06 ~2 I ('N) 







M402 Sept. 1 
P386 Sept. 1 
P387 Sept. 1 
P388 Sept. 1 
P389 Sept. 1 
P390 Sept~ 1 




62°-43~0' ( W) 
Fired 01-13-5 5 .6 
Position of 
Plane 
34°c,.30 1 (N) 
5 7°-10' ( W) 
Fired Ol- 31t - ZX 
0 
34 -40'( N) 
55°-30 f en 











48.0 -oo• (W) 
Fired 04-04-xx 
-::-No sharp peakt-1 sec. 
¥* ~L ~~ ~~ ~ ~ -u,. 
~ 
TABLB ~ ( cont ~) 
Position of 
USCG Valor 
39°-23 .5'( N) 
E3°-07 .8'( ~ ) 
Not Re c eived 
3 9°-2 2. 8 1 ( Yf) 
63°-07 .4 I ( W) 




63°-06 o3 ~ (W) 
Rec. 03-14-04.9 
39°-18 .. 5' (N) 
63°-06 .. 2' (W) 
Rec. 03-49-19 .. 5 
3 9 o -1 7 • 4 , on 
63°-06 .. 0' {W) 
Rec. 04 - 20-28.6 
Received at 
'Sleuthera 
24°-56 ., 2•(N) 
76°-0C.3t (W) 





04-06-43 .. 7 





29°-59.1 ~ (N) 
54 °-0 7. 0 v (IN) 
Rec. 01-43-0 6 .. 2 
29° - 59a2f (1-:r) 
54°-07o6t (W)' 
:rtec. 02-09-30j6 
29°-59.5 t (N} 





Not Received_.,}( ~ 
) 
Event Date 
P392m 5ep t . 1 
P393 Sept~ 1 
P394 Sept. 1 
V40fla Sept. 1 
P395 Sept. 1 
P396 Sept . 1 




47°-15 1 (W) 
Fired 04-34-xx 




4 3 ° -4 5 ~ ( VI) 
Fired 05-34-xx 
38°-lO'(N) 
41°-5.5 1 (W) 
Fired 06-04-xx 
38° - 25 I (N) 







-::- No sparp peak t 1 sec . 
~¥ H-~LN~ ~ IX-~~ -z.t 
:tr: 
TA:2LE ~ ( conL) 
Position of 
USCG Valor 
39° - 17 .. 4 1' ( N) 
63°-06.0 1 (W) 
nee. 04-48-47.3 
39° -17.1 r ( N) 
63°-05.9t (W) 
Rc; c. 05-17-49.9 
~'T ot Received 
39°-17.3' (H) 
63°-06.,2 I (W) 
Fired 06-00-28.0 
39°-16.0' ( N) 
63°-06.0' (W) 
Rec . 06 - 21 - 51.7 
39°-15~6 1 (N) 










06-22-53.2 -;t. ,1.. 
Not Received 
07-18-23 . 6 
07-21 - 41 .. 5 
Position of 
USRV Atlantis 
Not n e c e i v e d-1' * 
Not Re ceived_, If 
. ¥--If 
I~ot Re c e1 ved 
. J:lt 
Not Received 
Not Received _.. j( 
. ~.lk 








Event Date Plane 
P397 Sept. 1 ~8°-451(N) 
M404 Sept. 1 
P398 Sept. 1 
P399 Sept. 1 




30°-29.0 1 (N) 
61°-22. o• (W) 









~ f--\-'1\. ~ ~ . .lee. -t2;t fi ""' z.l. ' 
. :e:z: 




63°-06 .. 3' (W) 
Not Received 
390-15.3' (N) 
63°~06.3•( W ) 
Rec .. 07-24-42.0 
39° .... 14.1 t (N) 
63°-06 .. 7'( W} 
P(l:::d 02-.59-23.5 
'b1 
390-14.1 t (N) 























TABLE~ (cont .. ) 
Received at 
Position of Position of Eleuthera POOB i tion of 
Event Date USS Mason USCG VaJor 24°-56.2 1 (N) USRV Atlantis 
76°-06,.3' (W) 
M405 Sept. 1 29°-40.0'(N) 
~ . 60°-06 .. 5•(W) Not~d Fired 13-04-23~5 Not Received 13-23-09~8 
~
M406 Sept. 1 29°-40.0•(N) 39°-02.lt(N) 
~ ' 60°-06.5 I ~W) 63°-10 .. 5 1 (W) Not~ Fired 13-33-2~.2 Rec. 13-45-19,.6 13-52-1Gq2 
V407 Sept. 1 38°-59.0 1 (N) 
~~ 6 3 ° -12 .. 9 ' ( w) 21'+. Q Fired 14-57 ~a.a 15-19-38.0 
M408 Sept. 1 29°-24 .. 5'(N) 38°-51.1' ( N) 
59°-11,.0 1 (W) 63°-20 .. 2t {W) Not~ Fired 19-03-38.2 Rec. 19-16-41.4 . H~-23-32. 9 
M409 Sept. 1 29°-24.5'(N) 38°-50.4t (N) 30°-08 .. 6'(N) 
59°-11 .. 0 1 {W) 63°-21 .. 0' (W) 54°-21.8t (W) 
Fired 19-34-41.7 Rec .. 19-47-42 .. 5 19-54-36 .. 1 Rec .. 19-39-42.8 
M410 Sept. 1 29°-24.5f(N) 38°-48 . 9 '( H) 30°-09.4V( N} 
59°-11.,0' (W) 6 3 6 -2 2 "' 3 f ( "!) 54°-2? .8' ( W) 
Fired ~0-22-00 .6 Rec . 20 - 34 - 53 .. 6 80 - 41 - 54 .4 Re c q 20- 27 - 01., 5 
I;I411 Sept . 2 28° -ls ~ ot on 38°-40.0f(N) 
57° -32 .0 1 (VI) 63°-31.,0' (W) 








• TABLE~ (cont .. ) 
Received at 
Position of Position of Eleuthera Position of 
Event Date USS Mason USCG Valor 24°-56.,2 1 (N) USRV Atlantis 
76°-06.3' (W) ---
M412 Sept. 2 28°-18' (N) 
57°-..32 1 (W} 
38°-39.2t (N) 30°-12 .. 2' on 
63°-32 .. 2W (W) 54°-25.8' (W) 
Fired 01-33-39.9 Rec . 01-47-47.,2 01-54-32.3'1 Rec . 01-37-59.4 
M413 Sept .. 2 26°-43.0' (N) 38°-29,.0t(N) 
57°-33~0' (W) 63°-42.,8' (W) /'t~ 
Fired 07-03-59 .. 7 Rec. 07-19-31a5 07-24-41.7 Not -Roeeived 
11414 Sept. 2 26°-43~0' (N) 38°-29.0'(N) 
57°-33 .. 0t(W) 63°-42 .. 8' (W) 
Fired 07-33-20.0 Rec. 07-48-51.2 07-54-01.8 Not Received 
M415 Sept. 2 26°-29.0' on 38°-13 .. 3e (N) 
59°-29 .. 0t (W) 64°-00 .. 3• (W} 
Fired 13~04-07.4 Rec. 13-19 ... 16 .. 3 13-23-06 .. 8 Not Received 
M416 Sept. 2 26°-29 .. o•(N) 38°-13,.3f (1!) 
59°-29 9 0' (W) 64 °-00 • 3' (V'J) 
Fired 13-32-06.0 Rec., 13-47-14.3 13-51-05.0 Not Received 
M417 Sept • . 2 26°-4B .. 5' (N) 30°-21 .. 7'(N) 
60°-01.5 1 (VI/) 54°-35.6~ (W) 
Fired 19-03-51.4 Not Received 19-22-06.6 Rec. 19-11-11 .. 0 
M418 Sept. 2 26°-15.5'(N) 30°-22.lt (N) 
so 0 .... o1.5t (W) 54°-35.6t (W} 
Fired 1 9-34-06.3 Not '1.eceived 19-52-21.0 Rec. 19-41-27.9 
N 1-t'l ¥~ 'Lb 
0
- 4S"· s-' (,..,) 3&- 0 - o1.o' (IV) ?...O- 3/- 'l.S· (, 3lJo_ 11...1. '(N1 
b0°- 0 I· 5' ( \.\1) 6 ~" .... "2. t..£f ( wl _)~o- JS.~ rw> I 
\=-WJ 'Lc)-t'~ ... . J . ( ~. Zo- '21?-o~ l.. u-1.a~ 33-~ ""' ""' 
) 
Position of 
Event Date USS Mason 
---
MlOOO Sept. 2 260-56.8' (N) 
59°-51.7 1 (W) 
Fired 21-04-xx 
V420 .Sept .. 2 
M1001 Sept. 2 27°-05.0' (H) 
59°-35.6t ( VV) 
Fired 22-04-xx 
A423 Sept. 2 
Ml002 Sept. 2 27°-13.5 I (N) 
59°-2S .. 9 1 (1!1) 
Fired 23 -04.-xx 
JW1003 Sept. 3 27°-21.& 1 (N) 
r-gO 04 '="I ( 1~' ) 0 - . • t_,. d 
Fired 00-04-xx 
M424 Sept. 3 27°-3o.or{N) 
58°-48.6 t (W) 
Fired 01-03-45.0 







USCG Valor 1 i 24°-56.2' on 
76°-06.3f(W} 
Not Received 21-22-43.21 
38°-08~7 1 (N) 
64°-24.6 1 (W) 
Fired 21-35-05~91 21-55-37.51 
Not Received 22-22-L.1,3,.6 
Not Received 22-56-46.7 
38°-08.0V(N) 
64° - 28.2t1 (VI) 
Rec . 23-18-36.4 23-22-57.7 
. .. 
No t Received 00 --23-20.3 









54 °-3 6 .s ' ( w ) 
Rec. 22 -10-52', "8 
30°-23.9~(N) 
54°-36 .. 9' ( W} 
Fir8d 22 -32-07.,2 
30°-24.0 1 (H) 
54 ° - Y/ . 2 I ( w ) 
R.ec o 83 - 10- 34 .0 
30°-25,.0 1 (N) 
54°-38.1V (W) 
Rec. 00-10-19.,6 
30°-25 . 7'(N) 
54°-·39.1 t (W) 








M425 Sept. 3 
Ml004: Sept. 3 
Ml005 Sept. 3 
JVI1006 Sept. 3 
Ml007 Sept. 3 
Ml008 Sept. 3 
l\~426 Sept. 3 
M427 Sept~ 3 
























57°-30o0 f ( W) 
Fired 07-04-01~2 
28°-15 .. 0t( N) 
57°-30.0 I ( W) 
Fired 07- 33-44.,3 
. .... 
::1: 







Not Received "* 
Not Received~ 




;i.nee ¥-o t H e ~ e " -' 
Received at, 
Eleuthera 











~1' H+~~.~wrh .. z.. 
i 
Position of 





54°-40 .. 1 t (W) 
Rec. 02 .. 10-12.1 
30°-27 .. 4t (N) 
54°-4lolt(W} 
Reco 03 ... 04-'24 .. 9 
l r -
·r • "'1.. '·' ~ ~ ~ \ . - J .,-"""' 
~r-:;t Received~~ 
. ~._ .. _.,,--. 
l'i ot .~tec·eived~~ 







Ml009 3ep t •. 3 
MlQlO Sept. 3 
MlOll Sept. 3 
Jl/11012 Sept. 3 
Ml013 Sept. 3 
Ml014 Sept. .3 
Ml015 Sept. 3 




28°-16.? 1' (N) 
57°-27.1 I ("!J) 
Fired 08-04-:xx 
28°-~~4.6 1 (N)· 
57°-10.9 1 (W) 
Fired 09-04-xx 
29°-08.!' on 
55° -45.9' (W) 
Fired 14-04-xx 










54°-36 ,.0' (W) 
Fired 18-04-xx 
29°-45.0 1 (N) 
54°-19.0 1 (W) 
Fired 19-03-57.8 
~ r'"'"~ ~ -~ tt'~ 
3L--...... 







24°-56 .2 r (F) 
76° - OG. 3 r ( W) 
I 
08-24-48_. 1 














;;;~ 1 tJl-. 
"" J 
Event Date 
M437 Sept. 3 
Ml016 Sept. 3 
M1017 Sept . 3 
Ml018 Sept. 3 
A428 Sept. 3 
:Ml019 Sept . 3 
Posltion of 










29°-56.6 1 (N) 
55°-11.0 1 (W) 
Fired 22-04-xx 
30°- oo . 7' (N) 
55°-.28 .7 1 (W) 
F'i:red 23 -04-xx 
'" Peak accuratA to -:;:t.l sec. 














































30°-03,.8 1 (N) 
55°-4.2.6~ (W) 
Fired 00-04-xx 
30°-149'0 1 (N) 
56°-05,.0 I (W) 
Fired 01-03-55.1 




56°-07.9 I (W) 
Fil"ed 02-04.xx 
30°-12.8 1 (N) 
56°-25.1' (W) 
Fired 03-04-xx 
30°-16 .. 4' (N) 






5 7° - 17 oOr (W) 
Fired 0 6-04-xx 
-'* ~l ~~-~fA,! f~-- 1b-
:yr 





24°-56,.2 1 (N) 








0 6 - 2 6 - 04 . 5 
) , 
Position of 
USRV P. t1anti s 
~ Not Received 
Not Received *-
* Not Rec6ived 
Not Received ~ 
300-40,.7( (N) 






54° ... 53.,0 1 (W) 
Bee. 05-06-11.1 
30°-42 .or on 
54°-53 . 9 1 ( W) 






TA.BLE ~ (cont.) 
Received at 
Position of t~iM-nn orl Eleu.thera Position of 
Event Date USS Mason ;CJ Valor 24°-56.2' (N) USRV .tl.tlantis 
76°-06.3' (W) 
\ I 
M440 Sept. 4 30°-26t(N) 
57°-28' (W) 
Not\ Rec ei td Not Received~ Fired 07-03-20.5 07-24-55.1 
M441 Sept. 4 30°-26' (N) 
.57°-28 1 (W) 
Not \eceifed Not Received-'f( Fired 07-33-10.2 07-54-44.1 
M1026 Sept. 4 30°-26.9t (N) 
57°-30.2• (W) 
Not R~ylved Not Rece.i ved * Fired 08-04-xx 08-29-19o0 
M1027 Sept .. 4 30°...,31.2 1 (N) 
57°-19 .. 2 I (W) 
Not Ref\i ved "* Fired 09-04-xx 09-24-.43o6 Not Received 
M1028 Septo 4 30°-.35 .. 5 ~ ( N) 
58°-o7.8•(VJ) 
Fired 10-04-xx Not Rkce1ved 10-32-05 0 7 Not Received 
A429 Sept. 4 I \ 30°-43.,6'(N) 
54°-56o2V (W) 
10-58-00 .. 3· Fired 10-33-38o4 
Ml029 Sept .. 4 30°-40.0 1 (N) 
NjReceivt 
30°-44o0f (N) 
58°-26,7 I (1J'l) 54°-57 oOv (W) 
Fired 11-04-xx 11-25-22o6 Rec~ 11-08-32o5 
M10.30 Sept. 4 30°-44~1 r (N) 
~ 2oeeivj 
3Q0 ... 44 .. 2'(N) 
58°-45.7{(W) 54°-57 .,6' (W) J 
Fired 12-04-xx 12-24-20.6 ru. I"Z--o8 -b'l· J 
01 
~ \\4\.. fJ~ kJ' k 1J f\~ 'L' 0 l 
Event Date 
M442 Sept .. 4 
M443 Sept. 4 
M1031 Sept . 4 
M1032 Sept. 4 
1ff444 Se)t. 4 
M445 Sept . 4 
14446 Sept . 4 






30°-49 1 (N) 
59°-05 I OV) 
Fired 13-33-30.1 
30°-48.9' (N) 
59° -05 . 6 ' ('N) 
Fired 14~04-xx 
30°-53.8 I (N) 
59°-24 4 2r (W) 
Fired 15-04-xx 
31 ° - 08 ~ 0 I OT) 
6o0 - 25 . o I c:n 
FirPd 1q-o3-z,6 . o 
31 o .... os.o I on 
60°-2 .5 .0 I (W) 
Fired 19-33-06.4 
31°-32 I (N ) 




TABLE ~ (cont.) 
Received at 
E1euthera 
24°-56~2 1 (N) 











USRV A t1antis 
Not 
30°-45.1• (N) 
54°-48.8 1 ( W) 
~ 13:07-,48 r ~ ~ 
30°-45.3' (N) 
54°-5992 1 (N) 
Rec. 14-08-47.0 
tt~ 
Not J4.e eo ive-cl 
30°-47 .. 1' (N) 




Rec . 19-38-42.5 
30°-48.,6' (N) 








M448 S ep t~ 5 
IVl449 Sept . 5 
M450 Sept • .5 
Position of 
USS Mason 
31° -z2 . o' ( r ) 
61° - 51.0 1 ("1) 
Fired 01-33.2?.2 
3?. 0 -oo .. o•(N) 
63°-38 .. 0 1 (W) 
Fired 07-03-11.6 
32°-00.0 1 (N) 
63°-38.0 1 (W) 
Fired 07-33-16.9 
\ 




76°-06.3 I (W) 
01-50-59~2 
07-19-29.2 




30°-49 . 9 1 (N) 
55°-07.2 1 (W) 






the difference between the observed distance and this calculated 
distance was plotted graphically, yielding a line at the correct 
distance from the receiving station. w·nere there was no time 
break, differences in distance from two stations were calculated 
and observed, and the resulting line of position near the shot 
was plotted. Since the position of the hydrophone at Eleuthera 
is in doubt· by about 1/4 mile, the relation of the hydrophone to 
the receiving boat is in doubt to about 1/4 of a mile, and the 
position of the Atlantis is in doubt by about 3 miles, no effort 
has been made to correct for the ellipticity of the earth since 
the calculations for this correction are quite tadious. Calculations 
were made in the area of these tests to ascertain the magnitude 
of the ellipticity correction. It was found to vary from about~2 
miles to about -1 mile. 
11 Three position fix with T.B. ,, 
There were four shots which were received by all three 
stations and for which a ~.B. was known. Thus three separate 
determinations were available allowing a latitude, longitude and 
velocity to be determined. Using the velocity whi9h was deter-
mined as above, a distance from each station was obtained from 
the H0214 tables distances and bearings to three points near the 
,I 
shot position. Three points were chosen instead of one in ord.er 
to use the H0214 tables to the best advantage. The positions for 
which these calculations were made are marked E, A, and V according 
to the receiver (Eleuthera, Atlantis, or Valor), the distance 
given in miles near the station letter was calculated, and the 
bearings are shown as dashed lines with an arrow pointing toward 
the receiving station. The difference between the calculated 
distance and the observed distance was stepped off along the 
bearing line and a perpendicular to the bearing line erected. 
This perpendicular is a portion of the circle (isodistance line) 
~ ' ) 
at the required distance from the station. If all three positions 
of the receiving stations and all three observed distances had 
·been accurate, and the ellipticity had not been neglected, these 
perpendiculars would have intersected in a point where the . shot ) 
~ ,o.PAJ '..<.' 
occurred. ~tlCfi tlH?Y~ ~efl'811"ry;, bj.se-ctDI!.sl.ot: tbQ 
-
liU:lf5loee b~ t! v e- '&ta..t4 n- 0..1 s-tan~ _rw,e.It.e an~ .J.,e-n-g 
L_-v- -"""'------
.Ga-B: !.nes), an·d these thr.ee . i.se..ctG-~s =\...sGl:i..O: ::tines~ , jo1ned a a 
point wht ch was the moc-St pr-e-babre lUC'ati-o f the shot. The choice 
of angle which, is to be bisected is determined easily by seeing 
which bisector gets further from both stations or closer to both 
stations simultaneously as you move along it. This is the correct 
bisector. · It will be found that the other bisector gets nearer 
to one station and farther from the other so that moving along it 
could not maintain the correct difference in distance. The isodis-
tance line was drawn as a circle rather than a straight line when 
the distance to the receiving station was less than 100 miles. 
The diagrams for these types of fixes are given in Figures 6 to 
9 inclusive. 
liThe method of determining velocity from these fixes is 
described on page 13. 
~ 11 Threeposition fixA.no T.B. 
uThese were plotted by assuming a distance to one station, 
usually Eleuthera, as correct at a point near the shot position 
given by the firing plane or boat. Using this distance and the 
difference in distance (difference in travel time x velocity) 
between Eleuthera and each of the other stations the distances 
from the other stations were calculated. Tnese were plotted as 
above. If the triangle formed by these isodistance lines was too 
large, a new distance was chosen until a suitably sized triangle 
was obtained. Tne proper angular bisectors were then drawn and 
the most probable location of the shot determined. The plots of 
these fixes are given in Figures 10 to 18 inclusive. 
11 If the shot location were not known, curves of equal dif-
ference in distance or time between each pair of stations could be 
constructed. Application to these curves on a small scale chart 
approximately 1:8,000,000 will give a trial location which is 
within about 50 miles of the true position. From this point 
calculations as above can be made. 
11 Two position fix with T. B. 
11 Isodistance lines from the two stations are drawn as 
described above. Wnere these two cross is the most probable shot 
position. The plots of this type of fix are given in Figures 19 
to 50 inclusive. 
~ 
11 Line of position from two receptions~no T.B. 
~A distance to one of the stations is chosen for a point near 
the shot location. By applying the difference in distance to the 
other station, a cross of _the isodistance lines is obtained, and 
the appropriate bisector is the line of position along which the 
shot most probably occurred. These lines of position are shown 
in Figures 51 to 77 inclusive. 
11 If the shot location were unknown, this plot could be made 
in the appropriate region by estima ting the distance from each 
station from the duration of the sound reception. More details 
about signal durations will be given in a later section. From this 
data a line of position about 100 miles long would be drawn along 
which the shot would have occurred. 
11 Line of Position from One Reception and T. B. 
11 With one reception and T. B.
1 
a nJ i sodistance line from the 
station is determined. The most probable location of the shot is 
on this line; there the isodistance line becomes a line of position. 
These lines of position are shown in diagrams 78 to 118 inclusive. 
11 0ther Data 
11 There were 27 shots for which there was a single reception 
and no T. B. No plots could be made from these. 14 shots were 
received by station and were either known duds, no station moni-
toring, or they were concluded to be duds. 
11 Summary, of Position finding. 
11 The various fixes and the firing positions given by the ship 
or plane are given in Figures 1 to 5 inclusive. Tne firing 
positions are marked as lines perpendicular to the cruise line 
with the ihot number alongside. In part of the work the Mason 
S'? 
- ·co--
gave two sets of shot points and courses. The first was given 
at the time of firing and the second revised after other data 
was obtained. Tne second set is plotted~ In some instances Loran 
data was available, and these points are circled as well as having 
the route crossed. A chart showing the combined results of all 
~' events appears as figure 119. AfP~C>"tthAf~ ~,-rrc~ ()F ~,G N~ 
METHODS OF TRIANGULATieH-' E¥ ii'ON:I~"!l.Afte'fto Mi=iWOWN !&Q~Uf'C!c 
• as o mrott Viiillls: .AX±:AL~ .SOU:Nll JJBLeG:r~£Y HAa ?Ef'N BilWE~taN&A 
G. 
In air-sea rescue work, with which Sofar is primarily con-
cerned, there will be no time break and no approximate location 
in which the signal may be expected to have had its origin~. 
~-\ ,_,\_,_ -...... ~ ~ · '~ 
It may have occurred at any point ' that is not known to be shadowed 
(general~y by shoal water) from the station at which it is heard. 
The time difference between the receipt of the peak cu-t-off at 
~ Cl\ M.wA-
~ recording stations and a rough knowledge of average axial sound 
I 
velocity is the only information available. There are a number of 
methods of computing and plotting the position of a ~~1. The 
accuracy of these methods depends upop the precision~ which the 
axial sound velocity and the position of the listening hydrophones 
are known. 
Mr. Charles A Spoerl of Hartford, Connecticut has presented 
two methods of determining an approximate position. Wnen this is ~ 
known, corrections for the earth 1 s ellipticity and any known 
axial sound velocity variations for the area involved may be .. ._.._ 
introduced into a further formula, also devised by ~e, to fix 
the position precisely. 




Let X be the position of the origin of the signal and its 
latitude. Let the first station at which the signal is heard be 
known as A, the second B, and the third C. 
Let ~A equal the latitude of A, ~B equal the latitude of B 
and ~C the latitude of C. 
Let AB equal the degrees of arc from A to B; BC the degrees 
of arc from B to C; AC the degrees of arc from A to C and AX the 
( 2) 
where DLoAB equals the difference in longitude between A and B. 
&' 
Let~AB equal the initial Great Circle course from A to B, and 
J 
fAC the initial Grea·t Circle course from A to C. Th!.-8 may be 
computed from the formula;-
Sin f AB = (Sin DLoAB)(cos ~B) 
Sin AB . , 
I) 
. 
Let p equal · the approximate number of degrees of arc a signal 
~ would travel in the time interval between its receipt at A and B. 
Let q equal the approximate number of degrees of arc a 
signal would travel in the time interval between its receipt at 
r 
A and C. Th may be computed as follows:-
p = -t ')t v t.J ~ 
(3) .S:I:.-~ Interval in seconds between receipt at A and B 
V= 




(5) p = cos p - cos AB 
sin AB 
( 6) P' - sin p 
sin AB 
(7) R = cos (q-p) - cos BC 
(sin AB) (sin AC) 
(8) Q = cos q - cos AC 
sin AC 
( 9) Q• = sin q 
sin AC 






f?2 + Q2 - 2PQ cos'fl a 
Discard all negative results. If there are two positive 
~ continue separately with each. 
cos 4BAX = P cot AX- P' 
Initial Great Circle course from A to X = 'I' AX = lf.. BAX -t/'#J AB 
Sin )2X = tcos AX) (sin ~)-f {sin AX) (cos ~A) (co sci' AX) 
Sin difference in longitude 'from A to X = (sin AX) (sin 'PAX) 
cos ill ~ 
Longitude X= Difference in longitude A to X applied to 
Longitude A 
NOTE: To check, compute dis t ances from X to B and C. They 
en;;! 'A-:::~ AJ4. p . ,;;.,d AX+ q re !!p ec t1 ve ly. ' 
-The derivation of this equation is given in Appendix IV. 
"G 
-~· -
Mr. Spoerl's second method consists of plotting three 
c~rcles on a stereographic chart. For construction of this 
I u/11 
project~ see Appendix V. 
The following page is a standard work sheet devised at 
the Woods Hole Oceanographic In~titution for directing the 
necessary steps required for locating the approximate shot 
position by this method. The Woollard target, mentioned there-
on, was designed by Dr. G. P. Woollard and consists of a series 
of concentric circles, whose radii increase by uniform distances, 
drawn on transparent Kodatrace paper. There is a small hole 
in the center of the target through which a pencil mark, indica-
ting the center of that circle which fulfills the required condi-
tions, may be drawn on the stereographic chart. 
- ' - ' "' -'--'" - 46 -
?.IBTHOD FOH 'l'IUlJ'~GULiiTING· l:>OSJ:TION OF t:UoT 




Fi~st ~rr1val ~tat1on 1a Ai seco~d 






X so una veloai ·ty 
m/s 
t - p 




c=-~-· -·~-- --·· --~ .. _ -·-· ... ·-- ·~ 
Long,. 
' ' ~-, _ _.. . ....__.,..._, -'"""" .• ·-r • .--;:. .n.~u.;:.;:r-j 
Lato c 1 • 
I,ongi tude l.ati tv.de . 






157 ... 40oO(W) 
36-,s' o O(N) ;~ \?~-= 1·~~··i~= (\ - q j o_ . c~: .!J .... ,, 
19-57.0(N) 
21-35o O(N) 
·~ ; .,:"':•±:- -!-('.;";,: 0 ' ( ) 0 ... 
" " ' ~ \.,t •• 
f { ) 
!J 
,: (; ~·:-::-b -~.:::> i. ~--= 




On stereographio ohart~~ 
Plot :e1 , B2, C1~ 
circle VJhieth passe~ "thl"ough _p::irrt; A e•ud 1a t ange.tl t to oirolas B 
and Co (Note ';;hat . if' A li·e~ bQtW0ell c~1 ·rcV";)s ~) un1. G arLd 1uside 
the:l:r. OOl1ll!,l.c.m. ~n~t~::ne.l tangenli ,, thc:':'e aro t"?JO possible air ole s., ) 
0 
-
D .;,. ~ 1 v· £ .. , J;.... (-i 1 .'.r ~ .• )cr. t:l 1.S "''"'·~·l'""""r i•"'' r.au a.r..:::<t.l '61 .11. ; ;:'nu.;! ."...A. Itt:~ccs.;;ary t ~ rc __ n ~ ...,. ; , ....,.,..._ ~o~... w· 11.1 
.. ,. 
{e.n~ .. ·q an". x2 L~ •''"f: .... 
Read of~ Lat~ ~ { ) LEtt V" 'J ~--1. -· Ocr. ,, 'l ( j 
~ I ) Ls\; '\'f"' ~ 0 \ .'.J;.? -·· ... 
'f 
~ 
) ..... ~ .. ... ')t 0 q "' 
' ' ) .,,.I) .. 
') 
w ( ' " , ----:zt• 
~ J ·' ~ 










1 '. ' 
Q 
A third method of determining the approximate position of 
a signal's origin is by the use of Sofar Position Plotting Sheets: 
A small section of one of these sheets is reproduced in Figure 120. 
These plotting sheets are similar to Loran charts. 
Each curve on a Sofar Position Plotting Sheet is the locus 
of all points whose difference in distance between two monitoring 
stations is constant. The difference of peak cut-off arrival 
times, at any two monitoring stations, when multiplied by the 
approximate axial sound velocity, indicates the curve, or an 
interpolated curve between two curves as drawn on the plotting 
sheet, which is a line of position of the signal source. The 
crossing of three such lines of position, as may .be determined 
from .the times of signal receipt at three stations, would indicate 
I I t:v/.Nt t 
an approximate r0.1 ' ()1~~ r,,. 
J r ~-• r '.»"' )~ 'f ' 
It erroneous position may be 
properly plotted on a three station reception if an incorrect 
axial sound velocity is used to compute the isodifference in 
distance curves. If a signal is heard by four stations this 
error is apparent as there is no point on the plotting sheet 
which will satisfy the inaccurate data. 
f't'' 
;(. METHOD OF OBTAINING EXACT POSITION OF SIGNAL SOURCE. 
0.. •. . 
. J'ihe.rL the approximate Lhe:ceatt~I! :referred- to as tnea ssumed) 
position of the signal source has been determined by any of the 
1)._ 
above described methods 1an ingenloirS correc:tion formula, devised 
by Mr. C. A. Spoerl, may be used for the elimination of any 




---or the neglect of allowance for the earth's ellipticity. (The 
I 
isodifference in distance curves on the Sofar Position Plotting 
Sheets were computed with compensation for ellipticity). 
The first step is to determine the elliptical distance 
and initial Great Circle course from the assumed signal source 
to each of three monitoring stations. See Appendix~~ for 
formulae. Reference to data to be obtained ,by methods described ~. 
in Sections 0, D, and E above, should permit an accurate deter-
mination of travel time from the assumed signal sour~e to each 
of these stations. Tne observed interval bet~een signal receipt 
at Stations A and B is then added to the travel time from the 
assumed signal source to Station A. Tne travel time from the 
assumed signal source to Station B is then subtracted from this 
sum. Tne difference, when multiplied by the axial sound velocity 
known to be correct for the position of the assumed signal source, 
gives a residual D. A similar computation for Stations A and C 
gives residual E. 
The formula follows: 
"*~~)':· i.· ,;: "' ' ·· .. ;,; -
-s-
XT: n sine~ 
'l'U :: m cos 0> 
Let X : position o£ shot as found 
by the stereographic chart. 
Let X'= true position of shot which is 
m miles north and n miles west 
or x. 
I£6-. is the bearing of station A f'rom X 
measured aast of north, we have, 
approximately: 
AI' = AX n sin<ld7 - m co3 b. 
and simila.;rly for stations B and C (wH;h approx:i..Ine.te baa.l"ings pand'f respectively .. 
But w must haves 
AX'+ P : BX' and PJ!:~"t- q :: CX'; vlhere p equals 'V"elocity interval between 
ai~ receipt at stations A & B and q : velocity interval between signal receipt at 
stations A & c. 
or: -n (sineO.. - sinep ):.m {cosbo- .. Qos~) • (AX .. AX') - (BX· - BX') 
: AX - BX-t' BID ... AX' 
: AX - BX-tp 
-n (sinelt- sine¥)+ m (coso-- cos 'f) =AX - CXtq 
Let us call Dii'£ o D and Diff o E the residual errors o 
J;litt: D = AX+p .. BX (feM esews ~i=l> = &g) 
Thenm (cos~- cos(l)- n (sine~- sina(3: Difl'. D. 
n (cos~- cos'() ... n (sined-- sina Y: Diff. E. 
• 
The soluti.on of thos-3 simultaneous equations gives: 
m = d (Diff. D (aina '('= sineA1 Diff' E ((;line u-... sino[3)) 
n : d (Dit'f. D (cos\{ .. cos J'") Dif:t E ( ~os q-... cos~)) 
where d E 1 
--4 ain7i: !,?y:-;~~ -=a--:-;in~---v-: (r ----
2 ' ~ --w~ -· 
Hence ·the approximate co~raction in J~titude a~1d longitude era m minutes end 
n l _.., minutes respectively, or. allowing for ellipticity. 
COS X . 2 
~g( 
Correction in latitude : (1 ~ 900 ·~ m' 
Correction in longitude : ( 1 ... ..tt...:...~ ~ ...P! 
900 I} cos .J. Px. 
, . 
C{' 
I. HyPothetical Problem in Triangulation: 
To illustrate the application of the procedures explained 
in Sections G and H, it is proposed to do a problem in triangu-
lation using each of the three above described methods for 
finding an approximate position and then applying the correction 
formula to each of these assumed positions. To add further 
complications, it will be assumed that the axial sound velocity 
is not constant throughout the area, but that its varying 
velocities may be ascertained by the triangulator through 
hydrographic and empirical data at his disposal. The problem 
follows: 7 
~ ' Station Latitude Longitude Time~~off 
Monterey 36°-38. 0 t ( N) 122°-02.0 t ( Wl 12 11 -l2m-50.388 
Point Arena 38°-5l.O'(N) 123°-56.0' ( W) 12 11 -14m_l5.o3 8 
Hiio Bay 19°-57.0 1 (N) 1540-58. 0 t ( W) 12 11 -31 m-16. 57 8 
Kaneolte 21°-35 . 0 I ( N) 157°-40.0' ( W) 12 "-33m- 25. 05 8 . ( 
~ po~tt!on or-the-sircrt-ig unknown until tht-1:1 data-
T;....t 
A::S a.aalyzed:J!e mus~-rarH-y ehe<>se-an axial sound veloci tyVV~-~'""' ,_ tr - .. {....-,ct~ Itt 4~ ~ ·~' ~ • ""':> 
On_pa.-ge.=4 an average a~ ot:mt.'i- v~-&-f 4852.5 ft/sec 
• .}fA t.to...... "\<IL $ """~ 
( . 7980731 m7 s) wae ~ &s-t~nd1 1fha w!-ld b uaed. -'l'o ~ u-stra:t.e ~ ... -..s, , :c< ,.p ,~.~ ,: ... tJ «=i' ·.-...... ....... r ~ 
lii Spoerl' e mathemaM:e~3: ferffl'ttl'8:-- ~P ;'tn'd±rrg- th'e a.pprortma te 
~1 sourc we will designate Monterey as Station A; Point 
. . ~·~~ 
Arena as Station B; and Hilo Bay as Station 0 .~~-N~ '~~ -
T:~'::uf<= "\tt-..,[}.~ us• 'tT' ssd ft · 
. 
Great Circle Arc AB = 2.67775° 
AC = 33 .. 20770 
BC = 32.7219° 
(!) 
\flAB = 326. 4462° 
tfvAC = 248. 9237o 





• B , 12-14-15.03 ~ $: .• I,S"'S _ _ !p.:;:;. ~J.f ,{) '1t .. 1 1C073/.: £ J .. s1l 1 ~ / .. J -:( 6J 0 
1:/tpSf) .... /-~'f . ~{ j:£ c l ' li : e9' 110e.:t~ 8 BBB,SBQ'- et- 14 :ZJ37o _ 
(j~~~ fB<i-<(.J'-1 3;~~~~';:0 P~ IID{,riCfy_)qto )': Vi''lJila'_ if- .. 1137~ 
t AO 248.92370 
f a = 77.5225° (4) 
p = .998068 - .9989081 = .0192364 ( . 
• 0467186 5) 
pt - .0196564 = .4207403 
.0467186 
R = . 9720127 ~. 8413046 = 5.108459.1 
.0467186 X .5476757 
Q = .9672070- .8366908 - .2383092 
.5476757 
. Q' = . 2539892 = .4637583 
.5476757 , 
PP 1 = •0192364 X .4207403 = .0080935 
QQ' = .2383092 X .4637583 = .1105179 
PP' + QQt = .1186114 
PQ' : .0192364 X .4637583: .0089210 
P'Q: . 4207402 X • 2383092 : .1002663 
PQ' ar P'Q ;;: .1091873 
cos fa = • 2160562 
(PQ' + P'Q)cos~a = .0235906 
2PQR - 2 X .0192364 X .2383092 X 5.1084591 = .0468364 
~= . 2164172 
sin 'ta = 
-.2~ 
p = = .0003700 
. Q
2 = (. 2383092) 2 = .0567913 






2PQ cosi'a = 2 x .0192364 x .2383092 x .2160562 = .0019809 
Cot Jtx = .1186114 - . 0235906 '3:: ,,.?113056 = . 3063264 
.0571613 - .0019809 .0551804 
5.551362 
Ax = 10.21150 sin Ax = .1772823 cos Ax = .9841600 
(10) 
cos "' BAX ::: 
~BAX = 
'f AB = 
i'AX -




578.1153° = 218.1153° 
Sin fAX = -. 6172460 cos 'fJ AX = -. 7867703 
Sin mx = -(.9841600)(.5966914) + (.1772823)(.8024708)(-.7867703) 
- .5872398- .1119290 = .4753108 (13) 
mx- 28.3'7.960 = 280-22.8 1 (N~cos _ mx- = ,_ .8798178 
) 
Sin Difference in Longitude A to X = (.1772823) (-. 6172460) _____, 
.8798178 ~4) 
= -.1243743 
DLo A to X = 7. 1446° { W) = 7°-08. 7
1
( W) 
Longitude A - 1220-02. 0 " ( \V) -
Longitude X = 129°-10. 7 t ( W) -
Therefore the aa~g position is 28°-22.8(N); 129°-10.71 {W) 
------
To correct this position to compensate for the earth 1 s 
ellipticity and for variations in axial sound velocity within 
(15) 
the area, we must use the formulae discussed in Section H. 
Calculations to determine the Great Circle distances compensated 
for the earthfs ellipticity, and the initial Great Circle courses 
from this assumed signal source to stations A, B, and C follow 
on the next two pages:-
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· · · e~n ..-.eeift!M: l!'led &howl'iig tl+fa t 't · • J... L., ~ 
htf'•"" apf,t-tJu nr rec@t~' .. ,.«'fl ~ 
axial sound ~elocit7 from ~A~~e signal source a~ei&ge 
t;/~fe,.M 1 t:J ~ #oN~ llo4c.r• t:' 1(, (' "vt 
4846 f/s (.?9?0040 m/s) to Station A (Monterey) 
4846 f/s (.?9?0040 m/s) to Station B (Point Arena) 
4851.2 f/s (.?9?8593 m/s) to Station C (Hilo Bay) 
4852.8 f/s (.7981224 m/s) to Kaneoke 
source 4846 f/s (.79?0040 m/s). 
Therefore:-
To B To C 
Elliptical distance from assumed 
signal source 
To A 
612.041 t/'A ; 679. 085 1\M.' 1497. 304 ~ 
Average axial sound velocity m/s • 79?9040 . 79?0040 • 7978593 
852.058 1876.658 
Travel Time to Station A 76?.938 76?.938 
Observed Interval (p.b7) A to B 84.65s 
11 
" (p ·b 7 ) A to C ----=------=ll=0~6"""'.'""'1;,.;;.9_s_ 
Sum 852.58s 18?4.12S 
Travel Time to Station B 
II It " c 
Difference 
Axial sound ~elocity at 




Residuals D = +· 422 
1876.65s 
.?9?0040 
E ;:::; -2.016 

The correct position, as calculated on the preceding 
pages is 28°-20.0(N); 129°-lO.O(W). 
The same calculations, but asing the stereographi~ chart 
for finding the assumed position, follow on the next ~pages. 
The stereographic chart is plotted in figure 121. Note that 
the assumed axial velocity 4852.5 f/s (.?980731 m/s) remains 
unchanged until the approximate ppsition is determined. 
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The assumed signal source is but 12.5 miles from that ascer-
tained by the mathematical method above. It is reasonable to 
suppose that the same axial sound velocities apply for this small 
change in distance. 
·Therefore: 
Elliptical distance from 
assumed signal source 
Average axial sound velocity 
m/s 
Travel time to Station A 
Observed interval (p. 6?) 
A to B 
Observed interval (p. 6?) 
A to C 
Sum 
Travel time to Station B 
" " " c 
Difference 
Axial sound velocity at 
assumed signal source m/s 























E = 15.932 
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The third method, and by far the easiest and quickest one ~ 
~ ~ ~ 
1 ~y-~ae &t Sofar Position Plotting sheet (see figure-rae) 
and the Sofar Position Plotting Tables, a portion of which are 
reproduced in Tables VIIa, VIIb, VIIc and VIId. 
~ I ~ ., ... I ' ( ,. , •' 
Using the same assumed aXial sound velocity, 4852.5 f/s 
(. 7980731 m/ s) a:s previously, the compu ta tiors ~ ~ · 









































Distance to Kaneohe 
less distance to 
67. 55 7 lti Hilo Bay 102.536 Mi. 
Station Time of Peak Cut-Off 
H M S 
Kaneohe 
Point Arena 
12 33 25.05 
12 14 15.03 
Difference , 19- 10.02 
Difference in seconds 1150.0~-
Assumed axial sound 
velocity 
Distance to Kaneohe 




Station Time of Peak Cut-Off 
H M S 
H11o Bay 12 31 16.57 











Plotting on figure 120 gives a large triangle, about 7 miles 
to a side. This proves, as stated on page 62, that the assumed 
average axial sound velocity was in error. 
Had the signal been heard by only three stations and the same 
assumed axial sound velocity chosen, we would have had reasonable 
fixes at the following points:-
If not heard at Kaneohe the a:gparent position is 
280-19.2(N) 129 -09.5 (W) 
If not heard at Hilo Bay the apparent )osition is 
280-19.2(N) 1290-09.5 (W 
If not heard at Monterey the apparent position is 
280-24.2(N) 129°-14.7 (W) 
If not heard at Point Arena, So far Plotting Position sheet V-M 
would have to have been used as it contains similar curves showing 
distances to Kaneohe and Hilo Bay less distance to Monterey. 
However, the ~Piai assumed axial sound velocity was expected 
' 
to be somewhat in error. Now that the area of the signal source 
is known, accurate velocities may be incorporated to ascertain the 
travel times to each of three stations and Mr. Spoerl's formula 
may be applied. 
To construct the Sofar Position Plotting Sheets it was 
necessary to compute the elliptical distances f~om random points 
to each station. These computations form the basis for the 
Sofar Position Plotting Tables. By using one of these random 
points as the assumed signal source much of the long computation 
may be omitted as it has already been done~ 
k . 
TABLE VK'a 
SOFAR POSITION PLOTTING TABLE 
Monterey 36°-38.0'(•} 




For 29~(N) cos = " . . 8746197 Long. Con~t ._= . 99~;.J,054. _La t. Const~ 1. 0032052 
From:- 'P 
~-A) tp_ - St"' 'f.,,. c..~ 4'xA 
Lo-~· Miles Course Sine Course Cosine Course 
128°-oow 547.011 . 031.7234° -r 0.5258194 +0. 8505964 
-30 561.277 033.4209 .5554375 .8315579 
1290-00 576.296 035.6494 .5828232 • 8125986 
-30 591.998 037.4534 • 6081159 .7938482 
130°-00 608.351 039.1550 .6314199 • 7754406 
( 
For 28°(N)cos = .8829476 Long. Const.= .99Bl5~2 Lat. Const.=l,ooa35t5 
From:-
Miles Course Sine Course Cosine Course 
128°-oow 598.632 028.7339° + o. 4807420 + o. 8768618 
-30 611.824 030.6519 .5098214 • 8602806 
1290-00 625.772 032.4817 . 5370301 .8435630 
-20 640.414 034.2245 .5624364 . 8268401 
13oo-oo 655.709 035.8822 • 5861201 . 8102238 

































SOFAR POSITION PLOTTING TABLE 
Point Arena 38°-51.0'( \~ 
1230-56.0 I ( W) 
~~ . • I ~ 
lrv\ "-f ' f ... D I v T f._ • '" \' 
Fo~ 29°(N)cos~~ .8746197 heAg Qeftst.=.998l054L~t.= 
From·.- tlh~~t ~ '-A s; u' 
1.0032052 
q-4 t (.{'I( f\~ I""- 't 
l~ Miles Course Sine Course 
128o-oow 623.273 017.8002° ~0.3056985 
-30 631.780 019.7962 .3386757 
. 129°-oo 641.143 021.7331 .3702839 
-30 651.320 023.6084 .4004828 
· 130°-oo 662.286 025.4199 .4292487 
Cosine Course 






Lr ~ \... 1 ... i) " 





Miles Course Sine Course Cosine Course 
680.423 016.2762° t o. 2802774 -t 0. 9599218 
-30 688.314 018.1278 .3111379 .9503649 
1290-00 697.003 019.9323 .3'10;~ . 9400961 
-30 706.475 021.6873 .369540i . 9292145 
130°-oo 716.695 023.3907 • 3969986 .9178191 
\ ... \}, ~ T \ - IV 


































SOFAR POSITION PLOTTING TABLE 
Hilo Bay l9o-57.0f(N) 
1540-58. 0' ( W) 
For 29°(N) cos = .8746197 Long Const.=.9981054Lat.Const. = 1.0032052 
From:-
128°-00\V 
Miles Course 0 Sine Course Cosine Course 
lq66.558 255.8146 -0.9695077 -0.2450604 
-30 1541.095 255.3473 .9674769 .2529593 
129°-oo 1515.678 . 254.8686 .9653296 .2610336 
-30 1490.314 254.3782 . 9630600 . 2692862 
130°-oo 1465.016 253.8311 . 9604451 . 2784698 































For 270(N)cos =.8910065 Long Const.:.9982019 Lat.Const.=1.0034945 
From;-
Miles Course Sine Course Cosine Course 
128°-oow 1541.534 259.8472° -0.9843412 -0.1762739 
-30 1515.187 259.4513 .9830997 .1830712 
129°-00 i488.870 259.04~1 .9817836 .1900020 
-30 1462.588 258.6310 .9803780 .1971269 
130°-oo 1436.347 258.2039 .9788814 • 2044294 
TABLE Vitd 
SOFAR POSITION PLOTTING TABLE 
Kaneohe 21°-35.0(N) 
15?0-40. 0 ( W) 
For 29°(N)cos = .8?4619? Long.Const.= .9981054 Lat.Const.= l.003S052 
From:-
Miles Course Sine Course Cosine Course 
1280-'00W 1666.950 261.3535° -0.9886347 -0.1503377 
-30 1640.968 260 .. 9819 .9876389 .1567464 
129°-oo 1615.010 260.603i .9865810 .1632726 
-30 1589.082 260.2156 .9854543 .1699412 
130°-oo 1563.190 259-.. 8184 .9842524 .176?687 
For 28°(N)cos ~.8829476 Long.Const.= .99Sl542 Lat.Const.= 110033515 
From:-
Miles Course Sine Course Cosine Course 
1280-00W 1659.017 263.2291° -0.9930526 -0.1178997 
-30 1632.666 262.9056 .9923440 .1235045 
129°-oo 1606.338 262.5607 .9915825 .1294?58 
-30 1580.029 262.2090 • 9907690 .1355599 
13oo-oo 1553.742 261.8490 . 9898979 .1417824 

































Tne nearest point given in the tables to the approximate 
signal source is ~O(N) 1290-00(W). Tnis is in a region where 
the same average sig~l sound velocities to each station as were 
previously used, again apply. (See page 71). 
Therefore: 
Elliptical distance from 
280-00{N) 1290-oO(W) 
from Table VII 
Average axial sound velocity 
~Is Travel Time 






Observed interval (p. 67)A to B 84.658 
To B To C 
697.003 1501.216 
. 7970040 • 7978593 
1881.558 
Observed interval{p. 67)A to 0 1106.198 
Sum 
Travel time to Station B 
Travel time to Station C 
Difference 
Axial sound velocity at 
assumed signal source 
Residuals 
869.81 s 
8 874 .. 53 
. 7970040 m/s 








































The correction formula, as computed on the preceding page, 
shows a product W of 20.36'(N). If either product W or dividend V 
is greater than 15 1 a recalculation is necessary, the new position 
being used as a basis for the assumed position. 
This recalculation is not always necessary, and would not 
have been in this case except for the fact that the Sofar Tables, 
at present, are not computed for positions at sufficiently close 
intervals. 
Pages 88 and 89 show the preliminary computations for this 
new position. 
Therefore: 
Elliptical distance from 
28°-20,4(N) 1290-10.4(W) 
Average axial sound velocity m/s 
Travel time 
Travel time to Station A 
Observed interval {p. 67) A to B 
Observed interval (p. 67). A to C 
Sum 
Travel time to Station B 
Travel time to Station C 
Difference 
Axial sound velocity at m/s 











(~ ) 0.158 
. 7970040 mLs 
D: ( + ) .120 
.... 
To B To C 
681.217 1496.986 






(+ ) 0.168 
. 7970040 mLs 
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Summarizing the preceding computations we found that the 




Sofar Position Plotting 
Sheet or 
Approximate Position Corrected Position 
28o-22.81(N)l290-l0.7(W) 28°-20.00(N)~­
/I'l.cr'.Q. 09. 98'' ( W) 
280-35. o • (N) 129o-1o. o • ( W) 2ao-2o . 04 t(N) ];2.ie- . 
/"l1°- 09. 96 f{ W) 
28°-19.2 1 (N)l29°-09.5 1 (W) 
280-24. 2l(N)l29°-14. 7 1 (W) 
using28o-oo.O(N)l29°-oO.O'(W) 
using 28°-20.4(N)l29°-l0.4 1 (W) 
28o-20.36'(N)~­
/ 1..1•- 10. 39l( W) 
280-19. 98 1 ( N) 
1290-09. 98 r ( W) 
In presenting the problem, the peak cut-offs were computed 
from a signal source of 280-20.0 1 (N); 129-lO.O'(W) and an explosion 
time of 12h-oom-oo. oos. 
J. PROPOSED IMPROVEW~NTS IN SOFAR POSITION PLOTTING TABLES. 
The tables, at present covering positions l 0 of latitude and 
3Qf of longitude apart, should be enlarged to cover points 20' of 
latitude and 30' of longitude apart. This would mean that product 
W or dividend V in the correction formula would rarely exceed 15 1 
if a reasonable correct assumed signal source were chosen. 
As soon as enough data on axial sound velocity throughout 
an ocean is available, contour charts showing its variation 
should be constructed. From these the axial sound velocity at 
.~ each random .station should be estimated and incorporated in the 
tables. This is necessary for use in computing residuals D and E . 
. The travel times from the random points to each monitoring 
station should be computed and substituted for the present mileage 
~ column in the tables. This would shorten the steps necessary to 
find residuals D and E. 
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K. PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS IN SOFAR POSITION PLOTTING SHEETS. 
Using the information computed as described in Section J, 
Sofar Position Plotting Sheets should be constructed showing 
isodifference of travel time curves instead of the present iso-
difference of distance curves. This would insure greater accuracy 
in determining the approximate position of signal source. 
t ' .. 
APPENDIX I 
LOCATION OF HYDROPHONES 
~ 
In order to locate aef~~~ theft position and depth of a 
· hydrophone, a searaning vessel may fire bombs as 
from KNOWN positions in the area in which the hydrophone is 
situated. 
It is assumed that the hydrophone will be located so far 
off shore that horizontal sextant angles (such as were used at 
Eleuthera) for determining the search vessel's position would be 
inaccurate. Therefore Shoran, Radar, and Loran methods must be 
used . 
. ~ 
To~ the greatest possible accuracy, it is necessary 
that the search vessel remain as nearly stationary as weather 
conditions permit during the firing and recording of the shots, 
hence the experiment should be carried~in calm weather so as 
/ ca,.. 
to cut ~ to ~ minimum all errors caused by drift, surface 
noises, etc. 
It is proposed that all signals heard at the receiving 
station be fed directly into a radio {preferably an FM) and 
relayed practically instantaneously to the search vessel wher~ll 
recording equipment will be housed. 
The recording equipment shall consist of a hydrophone dropped 
ove~side with a suitable amplification unit and loud speaker 
attached, a break circuit chronometer with attached signal key, 
a radio to receive signals from the receiving station and a 
suitable recording device similar to the Brush instrument as 
~· 
modified by J. A. Peoples. Tne radio, break circuit chronometer, 
" key, hydrophone amplifier will be connected in parallel, all 
feeding into the modified Brush instrument. 
The routine .of the experiment shall consist of the seerch 
vessel proceeding · to a point where the hydrophone is supposedly 
located. W"nen she has LOST ALL WAY a BT lowering should be made, 
fathometer reading recorded and ship's position determined by the 
most accurate method available. After a suitable keying signal 
has identified the event on the modified Brush recorder tape, it 
f\.J . 
is proposed to drop two bombs over tside simultaneously:- One 
bomb shall consist of a surface cap shot similar to those .used 
at Eleuthera. The difference of time between its e~losion and 
its receipt at the receiving station (as relayed by radio to the 
search vessel) will be recorded on the modified Brush instrument. 
The other bomb shall consist of a Woods Hole Mark 34~o 
designed that the charge is large enough to be heard,~with its 
echoes 
1
tnrough the search ship 1 s hydrophone but SMALL enough so 
that it will not injure the searched hydrophone if the explosion 
takes place at close proximity to it. The difference of time 
between the explosion and echoes as heard ·through the search 
vessel 1 s hydrophone and ~receipt at the r~ceiving station shall 
be recorded on the modified Brush instrument. 
From the time difference between explosion and echoes of 
the Woods Hole Mark 34 bomb, calculations can be made to determine 
the water depth and the e~losion depth. Any variation between 
the water depth thus determined and that shown by the fathometer 
\........, ' might be due to: 
1. Ship's leeway between dropping time and explosion time. 
2. Failure of bomb to drop vertically due to underwater 
current. 
3. Slope of bottom. 
Shots should be dropped and recorded as above explained at 
.()~ 
different positions. As the ~eaPo~ed hydrophone is neared the time-
distance interval betw~en the explo~ion~of thersu~f c~ ~a~ ~h~t · · 
~~J'~~tk ~ ·~Uv.~.-
and its receipt at tne · receiving station willArece ve the modified~~-
Mark 34 bomb signal before it is heard on the search vessel by an 
amount equal to the difference in time-distance values between 
explosion depth and water depth less explosion depth. 
Of course it is not probable that the search vessel will 
actually fire a bomb directly over the searched hydrophone. 
However, the data from the modified Brush instrument will provide 
two so-lutions for determining the hydrophone's position. 
The BT lowering should provide data .in respect to the sound 
velocity from the point of explosion to the bottom and to the 
surface. ~ne various BT lowerings at each position should provide 
a reasonable accurate means of judging the velocity from each 
explosion to the searched hydrophone. From there on, it will be 
a problem in triangulation, using surface cap shots data for one 
approach and modified Woods Hole 34 bomb data as a second. 
,, 
APPENDIX II 
ATl-ANJrc... ~t 'l>C.f Jl - '4~ 
~oran fixes determined the reported positions of shots 
. 505, 506 and 507. Two previous Loran fixes seemed so far from 
the Muir's course that these positions were viewed with some 
question and were given a 11 B11 rating. The apparent velocities 
. ~ 
of these shots were 4894.8 f/s, 4903.5 f/s and 4876.9 f/s respec-
tively. 
Ahe positions of shots fl:-508 to *51A. inclusive were figured 
· on a DR basis using the position of shot 507 as a point of depar-
ture .. A-ll the apparent velocities of these . shots were low 
' 
(ranging from 4824.5 f/s to 4844.2 f/s, and it was felt that the 
M~ir_~s·considerably east of her reported positions. This was 
tf~ 
&om~at confirmed by a running fix of the sun using lines of 
~ ~cf , 
position obtained at 1324, 1404, 1453 and 1557. · This 1557 running 
fix (shot 512 was dropped at 1100) plotted with a radius of about 
1.8 miles with its center at a point 14.5 miles east of her DR 
position. On this information the Muir's pos1 tion for shots 508 
to 512 inclusive was replotted and the shot position classified 
as 11 0 11 • The velocities calculated from the first four replot . 
. tl.u~ol 
positions ranged low from 4851.1 f/s to 4871.1 f/s; but poiition ~ 
' *5f~was high at 4896.4 f/s. Incidentally, though the Muir was 
proceeding east at a constant speed, the travel time of these shots 
would indicate that, though they were dropped exactly two hours 
apart, the Muir's progress over the bottom was not constantJ 
~As of .2020/18 a star fix was plotted consisting of two 




and Capella. Ignoring one of Vega 1 s lines of position, the balance 
gave a fix with a possible radius of two miles. (Parenthetically 
a+ 8.6
1
sextant correction would put this thrown-out Vega line of 
position .in with the other lines of position. This is mentioned 
here as a similar correction on certain other lines of position 1 
... 
in later fixes would tend to indicate that one sextant required -
an instrument correction factor.) The positions of shots~514 
• and 515, fired at each side of this fix, were rated as 11 A11 despite 
the fact that their positions as plotted at Woods Hole were 1.9 
miles west of the Muir 1 s reported positions. These (nor was shot 
*' 516-rated 11 B11 ) were not monitored at Eleuthera. 
Jilt The positions of shots 517 and 518 were rated 11 B" as they 
were fired 2h_40m and 3h-4om respectively after the 2020/18 fix. 
The position of shot 518 was confirmed within a distance of two 
miles on Muir's DR course, by a moon line of position taken at 
0021/19. Tne moon line of position however crosses the Muir 1 s 
course at an angle which may indicates that she may have been as 
much as 7 miles east of her reported position and 5 miles east of 
the replotted position. Velocities computed from both positions 
for both shots are low, ranging from 4870.3 f/s to 4875.6 f/s. 
~The position of shot 519 was replotted 0.9 miles south of 
the Muir's reported po~i tion. Tnere was a considerable gap in 
navigational ~ata available at Woods Hole between this shot and 
an excellent running fix plotted as of lt hours earlier. Hence 
this position was rate 11 B 11 • It is, however, confirmed by an LAN 
• 
observation taken 12 minutes earlier. Tne velocity for Muir's 
reported position was 4889.9 f/s from the replot 4889.6 f/s. 
~A star fix, consisting of a sight each of seven stars was 
plotted as of 2040/19 . The Hamal and Rasala~ue lines of position 
were out of line but the balance made a fix of 1 mile radius. 
~A star fix consisting of a sight each of Jupiter, Mars and 
4 st'ars was plotted as of 0907/20. The line of position for 
Arcturus was disregarded as away out of line but the balance gave 
a fix of li mile possible radius. The position of shots ~520 to 
.!- • .,... .,. 
~528 inclusive were spaced between these fixes. Snots 520, 521 
and Dud*622 were rated :i 11 0 11 , Shots •523, •524, Dud,..525 and Shot 
~526 were rated as 11 B11 and shotstt-527 and""528 were rated as 11 A11 • 
~The next star fix, plotted as of 2033/20, consisted of four 
stars, three of which made a small triangle. The fourth, Kochab, 
. . bJ' 
had a line of position nearly parallel with Fomalhaut~ about 
3 miles away from the small triangle and was disregarded. This 
fix was used to determine course and speed from the 0907/20 fix. 
Various sun sights were taken between these fixes and the shot 
positions were graded a s to accuracy with these observations in 
~ "* '\t ~ .,.., 
mind. Shots 529, 530, 531 and 532 were rated 11 A11 , Shot 533 as 
11 B11 , Shot it-535 as 11 C11 , and Shot-)1.536 as 11 A11 • 
~The next star fix of 0835/21 of 2 stars a nd Jupiter was of 
1~ miles possible radius. This was confirmed at 1414 (LAN) by a 
running fix with sun lines advanced from observations at 1121 and 
1221. Soon after this the Muir maneuvered to carry out gunnery 
practice. The DR record was confused through lack of competent .., 
record. 
-./ 
,.M"Two sun observations, one at 1753, the other at 1815 indi-
cated that she was at 23-58.5 (N) 36-04.0 (W) for shott4=:537 dropped 
at 1800. A star fix as of 2000/21, consisting of eight stars gave 
a p~otion of 23-52.0 (N), 34-39.4 (W)~ This fix plotted with 5 
lines of position crossing at a single point, the other three 
varying from one to three miles away. This was the best and most 
reliable looking fix on the whole cruise from a replot standpoint 
• 
but was obviously in error as it meant a run of 78 miles in 2 hours. 
The Muir evidently plotted this fix at 23~50 (N) 35-37.0 (W), 
making her DR position for shot~537 at 24-05 (N} 36-14.0 (W). This 
apparently ignored the sun observations of 1753 and 1815. The 
replot position of shot1t537 was therefore classified as 11 D11 • It 
is interesting to note that the velocity on this shot was 4891.6 
from Muiris reported position and 4914.4 from the replot, indicating 
that the Muir·' s position was more accurate. 
~A running fix was plotted as of 1349 of about one mile 
radius and consisting of sun observations at 1042, 1235 and LAN 
at 1349. The position of shot ~538, fired at 1500, was computed by 
DR from this position on a course to the next star fix plotted 
as of 2000/22. This was rated 11 B11 as the 2000/22 star fix had a 
radius of over 3 miles and was plotted as of 5 hours later. 
~he replot position of shot~39, fired at 1200, was rated 
11 B11 as it was plotted back from a highly questionable running fix 
as of 1325 •. Of the four sun observations two were obviously at 
fault. The other two crossed the DR course at approximately the 
DR position. Tne two faulty sun lines would have been more probable 
with the~ 8.6' sextant connection noted above in the 2020/18 fix. 
~ 
t'The replot position of shot 540 (not heard at Eleuthera-as 
blanketed by the Cape Verde Islands) was rated 11 B1t as it was fired 
2 hours after a 0700/24 star fix. 
~fter a short stop at Dakar the Muir left on a course of 
347° T. Speed 18 knots. This would place the position of shot 
541, as reported by the Muir, at 16-26.0 (N) 18-04.5 (W). 
However, a star fix consisting of 4 stars as of 1900/26, one hour 
before firing time, gave a fix of 16-03.5 (N) 18-11.6 (W) about 18 . 
miles off her course though less than 5 hours .out of Dakar. Each 
of three of the stars in this fix had lines of position crossing 
' at a single point. The fourth was away out but by applyingf-8.6 
sextant correction, its line of position would confirm the others 
within 0.8 miles. This shot position was rated 11 A11 on the basis 
of the fix but later discarded as the fix was apparently question-
able on the DR basis and the travel time to Eleuthera. 
~n attempt to arrive at a star fix as of 1900/27 by the 
Muir gave a large triangle formed by lines of positior:t of Altair, 
Deneb and Vega. The line of position of a fourth star, Alpheratz,~ 
nearly parallel to that of Altair but lay as far to the west of their 
DR position as did Altair's line of position lay to the east of it. 
This caused the suspicion of a ~8. 6 ' instrument error mentioned 
above, which, if applied to the Alpheratz and Altair observations 
whose azimuths lay abeam on opposite sides, would place the vessel 
on her DR course. Wnether to apply this same correction to 
Deneb and Vega was questionable as there was no data available as 
to the number of officers taking observations . If Deneb's observa-
tion were not so corrected, it would be wide of Vega's uncorrected 
• 
-1 of ... 
observation. · If corrected, and Vega r s line of position were left 
uncorrected, a fix of less than one mile radius could be plotted. 
If Vega's observation were corrected, Deneb's observation, whether 
corrected or not, would be out. On the basis of a later fix, 
#-
0727/28, the one mile fix seemed more probable. Shot 542 was 
located from this fix and was rated 11 D11 • 
;A star fix of seven stars plotted as of 1914/28 showed a 
large triangle of 3t miles possible radius consisting of lines of 
position of Altair, Marfak and Fotmalhaut. Hamal 1 s line of posi-
tion was wide of this triangle unless the+8. 61 sextant correction 
was applied. A small triangle of less than -i mile possible radius 
was formed close to the center of the larger one by the lines of 
position of Polaris, Deneb and Vega. 
'The next star fix was plotted as of 0744/29. This made a 
fix of li mile radius by using three stars, the fourth starts line 
of position being about 6 miles away from the DR position. 
. :d- u ft + t: 
'~ne positions of snots 543, 546, 547, 548 and Duds 544 and 
~45 were layed out on the course between the two above fixes. 
11- 1f:: 1t. ~ # Their ratings were 548 as 11 B11 , 543 and 547 as 11 0 11 and 544, 545, and 
~46 as 11 D11 • 
/From the .0744/29 fix the Muirts course was replotted through 
a running fix as of LAN 1320/29 to a 1917/29 star fix of 1 mile 
possible radius and thence to an excellent running fix as of LANaX 
1353/30. Positions for shdts fired on this run were layed on this 
IF I 
course on an average speed basis. Those rated 11 A11 were 552, 553, 
~56, ~558, ~5?2, and Dud~55?. The rest of the positions were rated 
uBn and comprised Duds...,.549, ~555 and shots'*'550, '*551, ~54, •561, 
i\ ~ ~ 
564, 567 and 569. 
- 1 oL.-
~The six star fix plotted as of 1926/30 had a possible radius 
of 1 mile and shot~572A fired between this and the 1353/30 running 
fix was classified as 11 B11 as a sun observation taken at 1607 placed 
the Muir 2! miles east of her course. 
~A running fix at LAN 1433/1 had about a li radius of possible 
positions. Position of shots fired between this and the 1926/30 fix 




~A fix of 3 mile radius was plotted as of 2000/1 on observa-
tions of 4 stars. During the interim between this fix and the 1433/1 
fix a change of course had been made and no record is available at 
S tJN 
Woods Hole as to when this occurred. A 1626 ~line of position 
further confuses the issue. Therefore there seem to be two equally 
• 41 
logical positions where snot 578 may have been fired. These 
positions, both computed, were rated 11 B11 • 
~Shot~579 1 s position was determined by a Loran fix and rated 
as 11 B11 • (See remarks on shots.,.505,~506, andit507). 
1A five star fix of li mile radius was plotted as of 2100/4. 
This, together with two sun observations taken at 1213 and 1419, 
was used to determine and classify the positions of shot~580, 
rated 11 0 11 , shot..::\(:581 rated 11 B", and shot ""582 rated 11 A11 • 
11 The position of shots #583 to ~586 inclusive were determined 
by Loran fixes and classified as 11 B11 • 11 
APPENDIX III 
FORMULA FOR GREAT CIRCLE DISTANCE: 
Let be the spherical distance between two points in 
latitude ml and m2 
cos z =(sin ill)(sin 12) f (cos ml)(cos !D2)(cos difference 
~ - r in lo~~~de) 
c-o z ~~,~-t·1-~t·l~~)(l- ~~~~ ) 
FORMULA FOR CORRECTION FOR ELLIPTICITY:- ~~""'Uu~~~l¥(.t. 
Compute: X = cos (12 - ml) 
y = cos m1 cos m2 
arc Z = Z in minutes x .01745329 
<' ~ ( 3 sin z-~ arc Z) ( 1+-x) ( 1-r X-2·y) _ ( 3 sin Z + arc Z) ( 1-x) ( l-x-r2y) -(') z 
1 + cos z 1 ... cos z 
Elliptical distance (in miles) = 1.0011197 times Z in minutes 
+ 2. 9168 times ~ Z 
FORMULA FOR INITIAL GREAT CIRCLE COURSE from point in latitude l1 
to point in latitude ~2 







Derivation of the Fundamental Equation 
Most of spherical trigonometry can be handled by the use 
of the basic formula for spherical triangles: 
y /!\. X I 
X -~ cos X =_ (cos y) (cos z) t- (sin y)( sin z) (cos X). 
£------ . 
~- tt... "~ ... . 1.. 
In tn~ form, a side in terms of the other two 
sides and their included angle; transposed, it gives 
terms of the three sides: 
cos X = cos x- (cos y)(cos z) 
(sin y) (sin z) 
~d ~ \ \\v. ~h-dt 
angle in 
let A be the 
o-. 
first at Xi-. B t&• e::~.sz 
(1) 
!'t'O'rW:"l'"'ao......rt.....,"h:a·Mc; l be re:t'ei 'red-t :y. 
r .... P\t 1' ~~ .-~c'PtV'~' .stc.\1o-s ~t-
t.~rs- 4.n~~-M:&gl!8fn. A, B, and 0 are known .~ i 
C3t"f'" rtr \:>et~ t'E'~PIVI~"'J :r I 0\ 1'""-
points; a, b, and c are knownAdistances. p and q 
are also known: they are the differences in the times of arrival s~~ ~ 
of the signal reduced to distances. ~~~--~ 
C4.'.>\ 1'1 ~ te ~.c: ..... ~.~~~-- )_,!, ti>'t( 
In order to get~a Pe± ~ ip t ~ ~led, we 
. d- 'tt.1 ~ ~ ~'\ t ~ rl..-.1 It 
»e~1ili:Pe a Q.formula~exoressed in terms of~cos. inesA~~-vJ·!loll\l~iJ.:W:Iret!"""" 
l~ ~v· I ~~~~ ~{ L:fP- y. Ft--o-. r• l(.f+\~.!u LtAI":\tAP;-
~o:the.r ( t applioa . ~edmp~~t4~, 1 ;=f!l=zri--1 
... • ,_ 1 I 'I o--r- Cl\:.+ ~ r ""' 
~+rl8~ , tS 1 s r:eJ a t1 on sg4p ~e 
~"""'-A!~~ ,.J_~ I"""~ ~i L • 
ma .~.. : r 




l!mb.p!l;!i&ptW-t.y. ln qu~. For example, at the point A we inust 
have either +CAB -A- ~ B* = ~ C~ . 
or p p + c~+ 4 -ps = \.cAB 
~ ftt-..t 
In either case, (3) holds, and from relationship ~ 
· ~t~e.ne~t-fl--si gna. 
cos{xfp) - (cos x)(cos 
i 
(sin x) { s,in ·' c-) · · 
cos~= 
=cos x (cos p- cos c) - (sin x)(sin p) = 
(sin x)( sin c) 
~- ~ - .. ~~-. 'ff_~. :..-i:tr: 
~ "',, ~c. 




~~,......IID:srev:t cot x = w, cos p - cos c = p , sin p = P 1 
sin o 
~ ~Y be written 
A 
cosP= wP - P r 
sin c 
I 
In <ea. 11iily similar fashion, ' \Mi_ 111!9111 .. Rd::re 
cos 'F= wQ, - Q', 
...... 
where Q -~~Re cos q - cos b and Qt sin g 
r-~.,v. 'l ~ t.t..~cl 
sin b sin b 
(~), ~ 
cos~+< wP-P r) 2 + ( wQ-Q 1 ) 2 : 1+ 2( cos A) ( wP-P •) ( wQ,-Q'), (~) 
it becomes 
quadratic equation in w. Rearranging it, 
I 
w2(p2_2PQ . cos A + Q2) - 2w (PP f- ~Qt + P •Qj cos A t Q.Q') 
+ ( ff32 - 2P'Q'cos A-t [g,]2) - sin2A -:: 0, 
whence w =(PP '+Q,Qt) - (PQ' + P'Q) cos A ±C {"J) 
(p2.f. Q2) - 2PQ cos A 
where D =,...fS.pp • + QQ. t) - (PQf-+ P Q). cos K 2 - (P2-2PQcosAtQ,2J 
<f!" __.. ((Pjz - · 2P 1q '·tcos A -f [Q~2- sin2;{). ~----~-
This reduces to 
D = 2 PQ sin2A 
( 
k . 
~ · ·BU-§g-&6-ts ..defi&i.n.g R = cos {q-p-) - cos a ; 
(sin b)(sin c)-
whereupon 
w ,: cot x ~ (pp t + QQ f) - (PQ t 1+ P tQ,) cos A ;tn> PQR ~in A 
(p2 Q2) __: 2 PQ cos A 
~-\-~A ~:P 
This determines the great Rircle d1stJ ne e x. We have seeR tQ.at 
! t.-e 'be" .. w'a._ ~ ~ <F.-ov- ,.., 111:0 q .. ~ .., l'*'") 
cos 17 = coslf.BAP = l'fP - p', 
-aAa thee ttt!e gx eat eh cle '"treln'!:ng ef X at J9&·~n-t A ma.y ee•• !'o-121'Hl . 
Knowing both bearing and distance, one me, !ltn ti- the latitude and 
P. c,.,.... L rk fermtAnl 
longitude of ~~ by any of the standard methods. 
" :...Ch \~ 
-to1 




S).nco the csntral angla ~.s 
X: 2y 
thu.s gbren by 
r :: 2J. tat.. (2Q.0.~:.-f2 ) ., ' 
$~~""1r~w ~ C .....J2-Il-
Whsn ¢ ;;: o, r a 2a t.au 4}> ::: 2.:1. s·o t.ha:t ,-a .rad.:b.s 
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AP PENDIX VI 
CONSTRUCTION OF SOFAR POSITION PLOTTING SHEETS 
l/OStTJoAI 
Sofar Position Plotting Sheets are Mercator p:capart:ion plotting 
s lJeets 017 w· i ch have been drawn curves showing iso-difference in 
'S'(cc~~~-~e __ _be ~~e ~n r11oni taring _stations. 
· ~ '- ~ The construct 1.on of these plotting sheets requiras comoutations 
of distances to each monitoring stat lon from a number of random points. 
For areas greater than 300 miles distant iJ;~ach monitoring station, 
adequate curves may be plotted from distances computed from random 
points selected on each vv-hole defree of latitude and each half degree 
of longitude • . For areas le:::,s than 300 miles fr om any station, more 
random points are re quired ,;._ s the resul tam.t hyperbola chane;es its 
curvature more rapidly. 
'I1he Great Circle distance, compensated for the earth's ellipticity, 
must be computed for each random point to each monitorinf station. 
____..~ -.r---~-. . •'"": .. , 
~~:'J:ll:Ulae u~ed, £.e ,Appendix III. The elistance ¢ from each random 
point to station A +.9 subtracted from the distance from the same point 
to station B. These differences in distance form the basis for the 
Elliptical Distance Dif Brer1c8 rurve :- In this case, Distfmce to B 
less distance to A. 
The Elliptical Distance Difference Curves are plotted by graphic 
interpolation which consists of laying a sheet of standard cross 
section paper across the p lottine sheet so that its horizontal lines 
are par~llel to a parallel of latitude. The differences in distance 
between a pair of stations to the random points which lie on this 
parallel of latitude are pointed off on the vertical lines of the 
cross sectio 1 paper. A curve connecting th~sepoints will intersect 
"-------" lln horiz Al tal cros s section paper line for any required quantity. In 
making t he SOFAR Position Plottin ·r Sheets an interval of ten miles 
was chosen and these p·ints were plotted on the various parallels of 
(I a 
-/-
latitude. Curves connecting these points are the Elliptical Distance 
~ Difference Curves. 
For an area covered by four monitoring stations a plotting sheet 
with six curves may be drawn. To simplify the SOFAR Position Plotting 
sheets now bei.n _j dra•m for the .Pacific, but four lines appear on each 
sheet. The sheets to be drawn will be numbered and lettered as 
follows:-
~ 
I-PA 30°-35°N Distance to 
ll5°-l22°W " tt n If 
II-IVI 40°- 45°N 




II-FA 40°- 45°N Distance to 
122°-l32°W " II 
" " II " 
III-M & III-PA · 35§- 40°N 
122 - l32°W 
IV-l\1 & IV- PA 
V-M & V-PA 
VI-M & VI-PA 
VII-M & VTI-PA 
IX-M & IX~PA 
X-M & X-PA 

















Kaneohe less distance to Po1nt Arena 
Hilo Bay It It " tt " Kaneohe It n u Pilo Bay 
Kaneohe less distance to Hilo Bay 
Monterey It It " Pt. Arena Hila Bay It " · n Monterey Kane ohe " It n It 
Kaneohe less distance to I1i lo Bay 
I.1onterey II It II Pt. Arena 
Hila Bay It II " " It 
Kaneohe II " It It It 
Same as II-M & II-PA 
" It n n tt u n 
II n tt ""'' n 
It It tt ttttlt It 
" It It ltlttl tt 
1t " n 11 n u u 
" " It It It " It 
" It U II It It II 
II II It tt It If It 
'-' 
\ \ ) 
-7-
XII-K 18°-24°1lb Distance to Monterey less distance to. Pt.A. 
142°-152 w It ft Kaneohe " It " Hilo B~ tf " It " " "Monterey 
" " It " It ft ,, 
XII-BB 18°-24°N 
142°-152°W 
Distance to Monterey 
Kaneohe 
Hila Bay 
less distance to Pt. Arena 
" Hilo Bay 
XIII-K & XIII-BE 12o-l8°N 
142°-152°W 
XIV-M & XIV~PA 24o-30°N 
152°-162°W 
XV-K & XV-HB 19°-24°N 
152°-162°W 
XVI-K & XVI- HB 12°-18°N 
l52°-162°W 
---·- ·--- ·-.. / . •• I > -r (.')--· p 
tt " " ,, 
II II 





Same as X!I·.wK and XII- HB 
Same as II-M and II-PA 
Sa~e as XII-K and XII-HB 
Same as XII-K and XIII-HB 
" Monterey 
'' Pt. Arena 
It has been found, as a check on the accuracy of the computations 
and plotting , that the following three curves if drawn on a ten mile 
interval basis, should intersect:-
A crossing of a Kaneohe less ~ iT0nterey curve and an Hilo Bay less 
Monte r ey curve should fall on a Kaneohe less Hilo Bay curve. 
A crossing of a Kaneohe less Point Arena curve and a n Hilo Bay 
less Point Arena curve should fall on a Kaneohe less Hilo Bay curve. 
A crossing of a Kaneohe less Monterey curve and a Kaneohe less 
Point Arena curve should fall -n a Monterey less Poiht Arena curve. 
A cross n g of an Hilo Bay less Monterey curve and an Hilo Bay 
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~EVENT M 371 
3 POSITION FIX WITH T.B. 
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FIGURE 7 . 
EVENT M409 
3 POSITION FIX WITH T. B. 
BEARING LINE 
--~ ISODISTANCE LINE 
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3 POSITION FIX WITH T.B. 
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ISOOISTAN CE Ll NE 
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EVENT M 412 
3 POSITION 
0 
FIX WITH T.B. 
BEARING LINE 
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3 POSIT I ON FIX WITHOUT T. B. 
------- BEARING LINE 
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3· POSITION FIX WITHOUT T.B. 
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3 POSITION FIX WITHOUT T.B. 
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EVENT p 362 
3 POSITION FIX WITHOUT T.B 
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. EVENT P384 
FIGURE 15 
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FlGUR E 16 
35° 
EVENT P 385 
3 POSITION FIX WITHOUT T. B. 
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EVE NT M 34-1 
2 POSITION Fl X WITH t B. 
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F I G U R E 20 3~o 
EVENT M.-342 
2 POSITION FIX WITH T.B. 
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FIGURE 21 , 
3B0 
EVENT M343 
2 POSITION FIX WITH T.B. 
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FIGURE -- 2 2 
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EVENT M344 
2 POSITION FIX WITH T. B. 
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2 POSITION FIX WITH T B. 
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2 POSITION FIX WITH T. B. 
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EVENT M 374 
2 POSITION FIX WITH T.B. 
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EVENT M378 
2 POSITION FIX WITH T.B . 
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FIGURE. · 35 
EVENT M408 
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EVENT M 411 
2 PO S IT I 0 N F l X W l T H T. 8. 
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FIGURE . 38 · 
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EVENT M 416 
2 POSITION FIX WITH T. 8~ 
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Fl G U R E 41 
EVENT M417 
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FIGURE 46 
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FIGURE 51 
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FIGURE 59 
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FIGURE 66 
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EVENT M 1001 
2 PO S I T I 0 N L I N E 0 F P 0 S I T I 0 N 
WITH 0 UT T.B. 
-- __ --,- BEAf'liNG tiNE 
ISOOISTAN CE LINE 
LINE OF POSITION LINE 
\ 
\ 









t EVENT Ml003 
f 2 POSITION Ll NE OF POSITION 
1, _ W ITH_O UT T. B. 
t BEARING LINE 
-+- I SO 01 STANCE LINE 
LINE OF POSITION LINE 
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EVENT M 1004 
2 POSITION LINE OF POSITION 
WITHOUT T. B. 
BEARING LINE 
. JSODISTAN CE LINE 
Ll NE OF POSIT ION LINE 












;vENT M I 005 
2 POSIT I 0 N· Ll N E 0 F P 0 S I T I 0 N 
WJTHOUT T. 8. 
_.....;... ___ BEARING LINE 
ISODISTANCE LINE 
LINE OF POSITION LINE 
0 REPORTED POSITION 













2 POSIT I 0 N Ll N E OF POSITION 
WITH OUT T. B. 
-- - --- BEARING LINE 
ISODISTANCE LINE 
I 
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FIGURE 72 
EVENT M 1023 
2 PO S I T I 0 N L I N E 0 F P 0 SIT I 0 N 
WITHOUT T. B. 
BEARING LINE 
--- -- IS 'ODI STANCE LINE 
----- UNE OF POSITION LINE 























ISOOISTA NCE LINE 
LINE OF POSITION LINE 






2 POSIT ION Ll NE OF POSIT I 0 N 
WITH OUT T. B. 
0 
BEARING LINE . 
ISODISTANCE LINE 
LINE OF POSITION Ll NE 












2 POSITJON LINE OF POSITION 
WITH OUT T. B. 
BEARING LINE 
ISODISTANCE LINE 









2 POSITION L1 NE OF POSITION 
WITHOUT T. B. 
--- - - BEARING LINE 
\ 
I SOD IS TANCE Ll N E 
LINE 01= POSITION Ll NE 







EVENT M 1031 
2 POSITION LINE OF POSITION 
WITHOUT T. B. 
SEARING LINE 
ISOOISTANCE LINE 
LINE OF POSITION LINE 
@ REPORTED POSITION 
/ 





1 POSITION LINE OF POSITION 
WITH T.B. 
- --- 8! ARIMCI Ll~ 
- - ISOOISTAMCE LIME 








FIGURE 79 37o 
A323 
I POSITION LINE OF POSIT I ON 








FIGURE 80 37o 
EVENT A324 
I POSITION LINE OF POSITION 
WITH T. 8. . 
--- - 8 EAR IN G Ll N E 
-- ISOOISTANCE LINE 












I POSITION LINE OF POSITION 
WITH T. B. 













~---·--- --- _:______; 
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FIGURE . 82 
EVENT A326 
POSITION Ll NE OF POSITION 
WITH T. B. 
\ 
---- BEARING LINE 
-- -- ISOOISTANCE LINE 



































EVEN.,. A 329 
I POSITION LINE OF POSITION 
WITH f. B. 
BEARING LINE 
I S 0 0 I S T A N C E Ll N E 











----- _ __________ 33':_ 
EVENT A330 










1 · ------- .. FIGURE 86~3-o 










POSITION LINE OF POSITION 
WITH T.B. 
BEAniNG LINE 
15001 STAN CE LINE 
rtE P011TE 0 POSITION 
31° 














Fl GURE 87 32o 
EVENT A332 
I PO S 1T ION LINE OF POSITION 
WITH T.B. 
- - - - BEARING LINE 
-- -- ISOOISTANCE LIN£ 







EVENT A 333 
I POSITION LINE OF POSITION 
WITH T.B. 
BEAR lNG LINE 
ISODI STANCE LINE 
0 REPORTED POSITION 
\ 










I POSITION LINE' OF POSITION 
WITH T.B. 
___ - BEARING LINE 
ISOOISTANCE LINE 





I POSIT ION Ll NE OF POSITION 
WITH T.B, 










EVENT A 337 
I POSIT I ON LINE OF POSITION 
WITH T.B. 
- - - _ BEARING LINE 
- -- ISOOISTANCE LINE 
















I POSITION LINE OF POSITION 
WITH T. B . 
---- BEARING LlNE 
-- -- I SOOISTANCE LINE 






I POSITION UNE 0' POSITION 
WITH . T. S'. 
® 











POSITION LINE OF POSIT I 0 N 
WITH T. 8. 
BEARING LINE 
ISODIST ANCE LINE 
@> nEPORTED POSITION 
\ / / / / / 
/ 
/ \ -------- :330 
~\)· 











EVENT M 373 
I POSITION LINE OF POSITION 
WITH T. B • . 
_____ BEARING LINE 
ISODISTANCE LINE 











WITH T.B · 
LINE OF POSITION 
BEARING UN E 
I SODISTANCE LINE 










I POSITION LINE OF POSITION 
WITH T.B. 
BEARING LINE 
ISODI STANCE LINE 
REPORTED POSrTtO"N 
FIGURE 99 
EVENT M 402 




0 REPORTED POSITION 
\ 
\ 
I lr------------- -----~-:OS~ION 
t ~ITH T.B. 
FIGURE 100 J.1oo 
EVENT V407 A 
LlNE OF PO SITION 












I POSITION LINE OF POSITION 
WITH TB. 
____ BEAniNG LINE 
-- -- ISODISTANCE LINE 









POSIT I 0 N L1 N E 0 F P 0 SIT I 0 N 
WITH T. B. 
___ BEARING LINE 
lSODIST AN C E LINE 















FIGURE IOJ 110° 
EVENT V407 
I POSIT I ON LINE OF POSITION 
WITH T, B. 
BEARING LINE . 
ISOOISTANCE LI NE 
® R EPORT£0 PO S ITION 
/ 





t POSITION LINE OF POSITION 
WITH T.B . 
-+---- BEARING LINE 
ISODISTANCE LINf 








Fl GUR E 105 
EVENT A423 
I POSITION LINE OF POSITION 
WITH T.B. 
BEAR lNG LINE 
ISOOISTANCE LIN! 
® REPORTED POSIT I ON 
l 







EVENT M 426 
I POSITION LINE OF POSIT I ON 
WITH T.B. 
BEARING LINE 
I S.O D I STANCE L1 N E 



























I POSITION LINE OF POSITION 
WITH T.B. 
BEARING LINE 
ISODI STANCE LINE 









FIGURE 109 31 o 
EVENT M4J7 
I POSITION LINE OF POSITION 
WITH T.B. 
___ SEAR lNG LINE 
ISODISTANC! LINE 










I POSITION LINE OF POSIT ION 
WITH T.B. 
__ _ _ _ _ BEARING LINE 
ISODIS T ANCE' LINE 


















EVENT M 439 
POSITION LI"JE OF POSITIO~ 
WITH T. 8. 
- - - BE A~ I "J G u •J £ 
- ISODISTA ~c,E L..t~E 















FIGURE 11.2 o 
32 
EVENT M440 
I POSITION Ll NE OF POSITION 







I EVENT M 441 
t I .PQS IT 10 N LINE OF POSITION WITH T. 0. - - -- DEARING LINE 

















I POSiTION LINE OF POSITION 
WITH T.B· 
BEARING LINE 
I SO DISTANCE LINE 








I P 0 S I T I 0 N L I N E 0 F PO S I T I 0 N 
WITH T,B. 
BEARING U NE 
ISOOISTANCE LINE 







FIGURE 116 3zo 
EVENT A446 
I POSITION LINE OF POSITION 
WITH T.B. 
BEARING Ll NE 
I SOOISTA N CE LINE 







I POSlTION LINE OF POSITION 
WITH T.B, 
BEARING LINE 
I SOD I STANCE LINE 




FIG.URE 118 o 
r-----------'----- --------.----- --- --------- 33 
___ J EVENT M450 
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I POSIT I ON L1 N E OF POSITION 
WITH T, B. 
\ 
6 EAR I N G LIN E. 
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RECEIVING POS ION 
'- V-345 
M-34_! ~ 
. ~ '-420 
A-320 













' 0', A-324 
' ' 
M-417 
M- II-·~ -412 
}4 .... 














0 = REPORTED POSIT 10 N 
Y : 3 POSITION FIX WITH T.B. 
\j = 3 POSITION FIX WITHOUT T.B. 
+ = 2 POSITION FIX WITH T.B. 
-- = 2 POSITION LINE OF POSITION WITHOUT T. B. 













SOFAR POSITION 129•w . 







· SOFAR STEREOGRAPH IC CHART 
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION 
WOODS HOLE, MASS. 
~~~~~=~-~------~----------~-----------------------
58° 50'W 
29° 0 5' 
\ 
2 9° oo' 
\ 




---- BEARING LI~E -
-·-· - ISODISTANCE 
LINE AT .8040 M;s (4888.5 Ffs 
--- ISOOISTANCE 
LINE AT .8017 M;s (48 74.6 f/sl 

















Fl GU RE I 'L~ 
EVENT M410 
-----BEARING LINE 
-·-·- ISODISTAN CC: 
LINE AT .8040 M/S (4888.5 F/S) 
--- ISODIS TANCE 
LINE AT .8015 Mts (4873.3 F/S) 
29° 10' 





















Fl G U R E r~-f 
EVENT 412 
-------SEARING LINE 
-·~· -ISOO ISTA NCE LINE 
AT .8040 ~S (4888.5 F/S) 
-- -ISOOISTAN CE LINE 
AT . 7 9 9 0 ~ S ( 4 8 5 7. 9 'Js ) 
28o- 25.2' N 
57°- 44.3'W 
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